


The biggest mysteries of the world
Introduction: If you are in our solar system in the vicinity of Mars 
or have heard sounds coming from the sky, then Bible and this 
material is very urgent for you. You may be in a different version - 
fortunately not all fall down. Explanation in the last pages of the 
book.
Materials contained in this book can, and probably will change entirely your picture of
reality. Reality is much different from that, what is shown by the media even called
alternate. After reading this book you will understand the basics so that you can create
everything. We will discuss the most important mysteries of the world.
We will learn about the construction of the world, we discover the secrets of gravity and
antigravity, along with many examples. Also all possible sources of energy and the principle
of obtaining, collection and transmission.
From the knowledge of prior centuries, through the messages of the Bible, the discovery of
scientists and visions from science fiction films, we will discover all the possibilities of the
modern world and technology to see what life really is, and how may look.
If you really are ready to discover the greatest mysteries of this world and you want to
understand the reality, find out what is eternal life and how to achieve them, you found the
best source with all these answers In a simple, digestible for everyone language.
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At the beginning, let's look at the real map of the Earth.
The Earth is not a sphere. The Earth is a flat disk as it is written in the Bible and
how it is presented on all the ancient calendars. Take a look carefully to see the

difference in size of continents, and not only..
This is probably your first time when you see the real map of Earth.



Surprised..?
Surely you know this shape.
You see it every day on TV. 
For example:

We have here two best-known examples. UN logo and the institute of medicine.
The Earth is flat. Horizon arises because of the oval of eye.
The outer part of the atmosphere has an oval shape, and that showing us the 
move of the sun and moon in the circle. Sphere is the largest rootbll with a 
minimum of space. But a whole is not perfectly round just as the sun is not 
perfectly round.
The exact shape is the sum of all electromagnetic forces, In the sun and in the 
surrounding area. From this also depends the direction of our flight in space. 
When on earth ( in the sun), will be advantage the negative charge 
(ie, lower potential), it the flight direction will be directed towards the center 
where the matter is more dense. So it is now, which is why The Earth is located 
very close to the center of the cosmos, which does not mean that this is good 
news...
More about this phenomenon can be found in section: global warming.
The Earth is a holographic projection, led by all sources of energy on it. 
These energy sources are people. Matter is located in the center of the 
electromagnetic field, where the pressure is greatest. Matter is compressed 
energy. Let's look closer to how it looks on drawing on next page.



As we see here, both the sun and the moon is in our atmosphere.
They are, however, beyond the first atmospheric gases. The sun in ancient 
religions was described as the highest god.
God is energy and everything is from her. Sun also is energy source. 
Both alive and dead matter has energy. She decides what is exactly a particular 
matter and what has form.
The sun and the moon spins over a flat disk, which is just a holographic 
projection from the sun. Subject holographic projection will be discussed in 
more detail in the section: Holography. After reading the entire book you will 
be able to understand the whole. Read carefully.

Matter is located in the center of electromagnetic forces and only pressure and 
electrical loads decides what the matter is . You can create every matter from 
gold to organic fruit from garbage or just from air. 
It is possible, like everything else because everything is a state of mind. You're 
not born in the world but the world is a born in you.
The Sources of projection of the earth is the sun. Everything takes place in the 
sun and the Earth is only a picture of the state of the sun. The Earth is part of 



the cells of another organism and he lives in a world that is part of another 
organism. Fractal world construction. Projection is the reward for taking care of
the planet and proper development. The projection can give you everything but 
it can kill you. Man also has many worlds in themselves. The whole world is a 
reflection of the mental state of society. It does not look good. The Earth is a 
closed circuit (God forever separated the water from the water), and there is no 
energy problems and any other, besides these psychic. Everything is a state of 
mind. Your next revival depends to your life and which cargo you collect. Who 
too many repeats the nonsense, it is monkey (they never evolved) is a projection
and a monkey is monkey forever. Who is too much with the head in the clouds, 
is a giraffe, and Islamic terrorists are reborn as ritually slaughtered cows and 
bureaucrats will be reborn as a chicken in slaughterhouse in Europe. Everything
is there to show errors. Unfortunately, here it works poorly. The Earth is the 
level of bacteria but is transformed into a virus. If it is not changed will be 
removed. 

So let's see closer to the sources of energy, what drives this projection



The whole body is only concentrated energy, steering by these 7 points of 
energy called chakra. Just like projection of the planet, but in smaller size. Earth
is controlled by all sources of energy, in energy field our sun and over, by 
Pulsars. Body also is controlled by these 7 points and has connection with the 
sun via pineal gland. Crown chakra is to collect and send energy back to the 
sun. Have shape as diment, to collect from each direction and correctly send to 
other points. That works communication with the source of the projection 
which is the sun. Radiation from sun penetrates all surfaces of this density.
As the rays from Pulsar - Control sensors to control the operation of the whole 
cosmos, the whole cell.

People are combined with the sun or moon. The moon is the foreign cargo in 
our source. Moon is not the origin of the Earth and before the flood he was not 
there. It's the moon when he came up in our atmosphere caused the biblical 
flood. 
The moon is an artificial satellite for obtaining energy from the Earth. It's like 
atomic reaction. Added cargo which creates a potential difference and causes 
the breakdown of the atom/cell/sun/universe - they all are the same ( same rules
but they create many different worlds ). Positive energy of the sun jumps out as 
free radical from cell who dies ( this is salvation ), to the nearest 
cell/world/universe, and again causing potential difference and it starts a chain 
reaction / nuclear reaction / cancer. It is same situation.

The moon does not reflect sunlight, only shines its own light.

Before the flood, the earth looked very different.

Why we could live more than 1,000 years?

Long time ago the Earth looked very different .... Beautiful Eden garden was a 
quiet haven in peace and harmony ... was overgrown with big colorful 
vegetation and was inhabited by large animals and the great people who today 



would be called giants because they had even few meters. Everything was great 
and beautiful. The atmosphere was almost windless and rainless ... 
All this could grow so highly with us through different atmosphere , the air 
pressure ranged from 1.5 bar. This pressure was caused by an extra layer of our 
atmosphere which was water on its outer layer ... This water also gave us 
additional gas content in the atmospheric air, namely hydrogen whose 
concentration reached about 1%. ( hydrogen is explosive in concentration over 
4%). Also near 1% it was the concentration of carbon dioxide. People need 
carbon dioxide and also plants. It is indispensable. With the filtration of UV 
rays thanks to the last layer of our atmosphere, gave us the conditions on Earth, 
allowing to achieve with all the plants and animals of such size and age about 
1,000 years. The hydrogen in the atmosphere at this concentration resulted in 
the fact that the cells do not have to do as often mitotic divisions therefore 
telomeres they remain a long time in a good condition ...Discover this Alexis 
Carrel by research on cells. Discovered that cells in the reduced environment 
(containing hydrogen) do not perform mitosis so often. 
Now the cell doing one mitotic divisions on 2 years, and to perform such 
divisions with no extendable telomere by baicaline or other methods, had some 
50. Now all these pollutants introduced into our environment, which have 
destructive affect on organisms of all kinds do not allow you to achieve such a 
length of life. The age of leaded fuel ... Lead is treated by your body as 
magnesium and taken to the bone, and there your body produce stem cells, 
which can replace every cell in our body. If not all this pollutions and lower 
pressure, the production could be longer than today and we can live much 
longer. The bones also produce the blood, so weak bones mean weak the whole 
body …

Time 

The time is variable but constant for each matter on the projection. Time flows 
faster or slower only for the energy of a living being but not for her body. The 
time depends on the speed of flight, the density of matter in which you fly, the 
sum of all cargoes inside and outside of the electromagnetic field of our star. 
Correlations of cargoes between the sun and the moon shall decide about the 
distance between them, and this affects the length of the day, due to a smaller or
larger diameter circuit of the sun, over the projection. This is the reason why 
was introduced solar calendar. Change in way to counting the time, does not 
change the real time. Probably all the old records did not consider the 
introduction of the solar calendar..Time is only illusion. It was invented to 
describe the changes. Let's see how it looks in the picture on the next page.



What is the true date !!! 
Each year has 360 days as each wheel degrees, and 5 extra days which will be played out the end. These five days from 
the Mayan calendar, are not counted for each year.
In Armageddon it is also clearly said how many days have every year. Enought just read. This is because each wheel 
have 360 degrees. The earth is a flat disk that is said in the Bible and not only. Soon running out of time ... I recommend
think.
Calendar - Gregorian solar calendar introduced in 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII Bull inter gravissimas; Julian calendar 
reformed by Luigi Lilio. It's basically the Julian calendar, which was introduced amendment in calculating leap years 
aimed at preventing a delay relative to the tropical year calendar. Also they leveled part of the difference accrued since 
the introduction of the Julian calendar. Julian calendar behind by one day for 128 years, and the delay in the Gregorian 
calendar is 1 day for 3,322 years.
The difference between the Julian and Gregorian calendars come down to two issues: 10 years subtracted, from 5 to 14 
October 1582 year; and they the aim was to correct the delay, adjusting the rules for calculating leap years, years, 
numbers that are divisible by 100, but indivisible by 400, they will not leap, while maintaining remaining years with 
numbers divisible by 4. This amendment was previously applicable three times: the years 1700, 1800, and 1900 were in 
the Gregorian calendar ordinary years (whereas, for example. 1600 and 2000 remained leap).
It was supposed to conceal the fact that the distance of the sun from the moon diminishes, making the day seem shorter 
due to the smaller circle. 

HOW FAST TO COUNT THE TRUE DATE: 

1582 ( introduction of a sun calendar date minus 10 years subtracted, but from 
date of introduction - to hide reducing the distance of the sun from the moon ) 
So to that day calendar was counted correctly. So to calculate the correct date is
enough to do simple mathematical operation. 

2016 - 1582 = 434 years

434 * 365 = 158410 days 



158410 /360 = 440.02 real years 

440 + 1582 = 2022 - 10 years subtracted, but from date of introduction so they 
are not recalculated here. So now we know that now is = 2012. This is real date 
what is now. IN NEW YEAR 2016 will be real 2012! 

This approximate calculation and are not accurate.

Teleportation and time travel. 

Teleportation consists in making vortex of energy element grave matter. That 
element can be concentrated cargo in Tesla coil or other solutions as 
concentrated magnetic stone . The speed of rotation determines the distance 
which can be defeat. The direction of rotation determines the direction of the 
vortex (front / rear). After performing the vortex, just give a set frequency target
point and we have a connection. For matter objects must be the environment 
with a positive potential where the current and voltage are moving in the same 
way.The matter gets into a destination, after crossing the wheel. The Earth has 
energy chanels known as ley lines. It is recommended to use these main 
channels. Destabilization of energy is bad for the planet. Extra points can be 
creating but in a thoughtful way. 

Setting the wheels in a vertical position - gives you the opportunity to travel in 
space. In the horizontal position - it gives the opportunity to travel in time 
Under the same rules but it need is greater turnover.Technology very 
dangerous. When you make a vortex which will be open on the border 
membrane (upper atmosphere) causes it to collapse the star. All who are doing 
experiments with the collider cordons can destroy even a few cosmos at one 
time. 

It is not possible to travel in space with material ship, without separation in the 
electromagnetic field and resonant. It is not possible to open a safe passage 
through the barrier of our cells. The difference potentials, is too large, and this 
will cause the collapse of the cosmos. Creating a black hole on Earth can 
collapse the planet, energy transfers cause the collapse of the planets. Every 
change in history creates a new scenario from the point of the change. 
Additional scenarios, they charge a lot of energy and this causes the breakdown 
of matter of Earth. From the inside and from the out side of the planet, the 
Earth, it will crumble to the powder in all scenarios. When the first scenario 
will not be saved - all disappear. You may not manipulate events in the past and
in the future. Implementation of the changes in the history does not change the 
course of events in the first version, only creates a parallel world. It is possible 
to journey to other planets materially by creating a vortex of energy but only 
directly to another planet as arrangement of ley lines. 



That look's Stargate, and such were in Iraq. It was the head reason the attack on 
Iraq. Stargate is as hula hoops with the particle of heavy matter or cargo energy 
accumulated inside, rotating by magnetic field. This is a good solution for 
transport. Other solutions for transportation, are vehicles with anti-gravity 
propulsion. This is much better than the pseudo transport which is currently 
used on Earth. Stargate are very dangerus if you dont know how to use this. 

When the gates will be moved to another place may not work properly. 

Then, using settings which worked can move to other places such as into rock ;)
or destroy the planet by opening the vortex on the border of the cell membrane. 

Or if will not find any frequency to connect, don't will be works at all.

Colliding molecules with great force leads to the destruction of the Earth. You 
can not open on Earth vortex further than in the same environment.

It can only be used for internal communication in an environment with the same
electrical potential. The potential difference will burn the Earth in split second. 
You should not Collide molecules, but only perform vortex. 

( that also is dangerus !!!)

What is gravity and how works antigravity - examples 

Gravity - forces of electromagnetic interactions, occurring between electric 
charges. Antigravity is based on the accumulation of cargo that will be attracted
to bigger electric potential. Bigger electric potencial is located around electrical 
source, so in our case it will be a negative charge of the cosmos. Another form 
of antigravity involves concentrating the potential of which will be repelled 
from the ground. Concentrating negative charge to a state where it exceeds the 
charge of the earth's ,will raise the object. The potential difference between the 



vehicle and the whole potential of the land determines the height at which 
object we will hang. Gravity pushes the matter from the top to the inside. There 
is no core that attracts us to the planet. 

This  drawing  the  structure  of  the  World  explain  in  the  simplest  way  the
principles of construction the universe with mosth most important rules which
driving this.

God created the heavens. Not, the heaven, but a lot of heavens … 7 

Erroneous interpretation of the Bible. Unfortunately, even the first translation is
manipulated. One of these heavens is a garden of Eden called now the Earth ie
the Sun. The center of our star is empty, same empty as it is in the middle of our
cosmos. Nothing does not reach the middle of the cosmos, but decays before.
There is too dense matter. The empty spaces also are made up of matter. There
are no empty space. In the middle it is another world on another matter density.
A lot  smaller,  With the electrical  potential  of  matter  at  a level  sufficient  to
moving. Very small. That why the each matter have own frequency, because in
each, even in the death matter it is that living energy which create them and is
no solid matter. This energy creates matter. ...”God gave Adam authority over
all  beings  and  matter  on  Earth”.  Man is  a  projection...  her  most  intelligent
manifestation.

We can not see this world because our eye same as our ears captures only a



certain range of frequencies. That is why it seems to us it empty but in fact it
really is not. It's like the ghosts. Among themselves they are material but you
even if you see it that you can not touch them.

To this world you can get only by being on the same level energy potentials.
You must be very small or send a small portion of your energy to be born in
this  world  as  new life  which  will  adopt  general  form similar  to  the  living
species there with only minor genetic changes. That looks, the mystery of the
Immaculate Conception. Some civilizations in the past performed similar trips
but  only  in  the  area  of  our  cosmos.  The  pyramids  were  used for  this.  The
corners are sending energies. The greatest figures whose bones were finding in
excavations on Earth came from other more developed planets. If we will be
develop well, then everything will be to grow. Earth will grow so there will be
no problems with the place. Pressure will grow so we also will be bigger. Will
be more energy so we will live a lot longer, as it was before 1000 years and
even more..

As we see in our space, the space has a negative charge. Remember the + and -
are only symbols for easy understanding. Is the only potential higher and lower,
and  divisions  on  the  frequency  and  connections  between  the  molecules  of
matter.  They  work  same  as  the  connections  in  the  genes  between  different
molecules,  which  form one  gen  or  connections  between  each  particle  each
matter. All the planets / stars / suns, possess a positive charge on the outer layer,
so  they  can  be  seen.  The  light  is  just  the  electromagnetic  spectrum,  wave
energy. When light  will  slow, you can hear them. These mysterious sounds
heard from the air in different parts of the world some time ago were caused by
the change in the density of matter. The whole time we fall. We are unable to
hear a full wave. Only shreds of the lowest ranges.

Pyramids

The pyramids are very interesting project.They have many uses but certainly 
were not tombs. Unfortunately, all sources about pyramids have omitted the 
most important things.

Pyramids is a great solution for antigravity. Maybe a little spacious but very 
durable and consume no energy.



Gold pulls electrons to the system, the angle of the pyramid determines the
frequency  but  can  be  adjusted  on  the  potentiometer.  Wave  energy  flows
concentrated along the magnetic core. Electric cables / tunels provide electrons
to the resonance plate. Soundboard, introducing the vehicle to resonate which
causes  loss  of  weight.  In  the  state  of  resonance,  each  photon  is  calculated
separately and then as a single cargo is too small to succumb to gravity. When
the vehicle  loses  mass,  wave  flowing through the  vehicle  is  enough to  lift.
something like a big electromagnet. Pyramid does not consume energy, only
uses its flow. The height of the pyramid determines the voltage. Voltage is the
potential difference, so the higher pyramid the greater the difference between
the top and the bottom. Until not show potential difference, there is no voltage.
After parking the potential difference is increased and the pyramid can work as
a power plant from which you can pick up by induction electricity in the area
The corners are sending energies so you could also travel astrally. In addition
there were a few other features. You can make there mono atomic elements.
Also combine and separating of matter and few others things. 

The next interesting solution for antigravity is to collect the cargo which will be
attracted to the bigger potential.



Ark of the covenant 

Ark of the Covenant was also described as a device to communicating with 
God. Ark is not necessary to communicate. Only temporarily increases the 
strength of receive and transmit signal.

To connect with God by use of the Ark you have to put your testimony there.

This testimony is a faith. The faith to pair youself with this energy in order to 
use it temporarily.

Another solution is a gyroscopic antigravity engine. 

Two rotors rotate in opposite directions and accumulate cargoes under the 
bearing surfaces of the vehicle which will be attracted to the upper part of the 



atmosphere. The rotation produce the forces, which by use flow of energy can

lifts the vehicle. At the moment, these solutions are not good because on the 
Earth's surface electrical charges are being destabilized. These solutions gather 
energy from the environment and uses it for a while to move. Currently we 
have an excess of a negative potential (lower potential), also in the air. 
Therefore, to move with such vehicles is now dangerous both for the vehicle 
and the planet. Inthe source of which is not moving simplest design does not 
work. Because of this, they may form a power outage to the vehicle and could 
crash. Larger vehicles like a pyramid also will fall, besides they will induce 
additional energy vortexes, which also will not be good.

Conversely polarized elements.

Conversely polarized gravitational vehicles are based on a very simple 
principle.

This is just, concentrated heavy material. Elements of heavy matter which is 
concentrated to the state, where the potential of the vehicle exceeds the 
potential of the land. The potential difference between the ground and the 
vehicle decides about height at which will be hang the the object.

It's just an example to explain the principle. The height will not be at 100, but as
much as the potential difference will be able to lift. 
This can be summed up like this: in a separate frame of reference, the 
groundwork with a potential 100, will raise the concentrated object with a 



potential 200, on high equal to the high of not concentrated ground, in this 
frame of reference. In short it means that if something will be too heavy it will 
not fall. Therefore, the moon never fell to the ground as any big asteroids ;)
We do not have to worry about any asteroids from space. The moon came up 
long ago and still hangs. Almost to the earth's surface reaches only a positive 
charge. Recently, more and more these can be seen on Earth. For example, in 
Russia. If will be a lot of them, it means that are free radicals from the 
breakdown of another star, survivors.
They also did not reach the ground, but they as a energy are discharged before 
surface. They are Born here or they connect to existing lives. Other single 
points beings traveling in a strong field. Highly advanced race in comparison 
with the level of the Earth. To collect only negative potential we can use basalt .
Basalt pyramid can be used to collect negative cargo from atmosphere. Cargo 
can be Concentrated in coal parts inside the pyramid.  We need all solutions to 
keep balance .  
The next possibility is the production of energy in a closed area. The simplest 
method is the thermonuclear fusion, the same it is in the sun. There will be a 
few more sentences about the above, in the section about the sources of energy. 
Is many other solutions to get antigravity efect. 

E=mc2
Primary form the formula is: M = E / c2.
This is a formula for calculating the body mass at rest. 
In form E=mc2 can be use to calculate energy in object for example in
projecting hologram projectors... how many energy is needed to create given 
object.  Pattern is correct, but there is one problem. For "C" value is given some
sort of number that is called the speed of light. Should be given the value of 
Candela.
Candela is the inner part of the flame that shows the real area of the energy 
given matter. During combustion, the energy which create the photon is 
released and energy from this photon is spreads to the maximum area which 
normaly will  fill in not compressed state to a single photon. Is going of course 
about Candela from burning the substance from which we want calculate the 
mass. At one density they are similar but you can create concentrated objects as 
well as those dug from deeper layers of the Earth will have more energy.  
Also is needed to calculate in right way candela and then will be correct. 
Scientists say they know what means this pattern, and they use it. But this is not
possible if they use speed of light which is changed and not needed to calculate 
mass so that can mean that they don't know the meaning and's rules that apply 
in physics. It's the same truth as they were in space. They do not know because 
the pattern has been stolen from  private notes Nikola Tesla and Albert Einstein 
- the one who stole the formula did not understand its meaning but announced 



his work. It was not the first case. Most of his work is stolen. It is option that 
they know the true but they want to hide this because that can show the true 
about real “power” nuklear bomb. I'm not sure exactly what they know and 
what they want hide.  Secret could be also from reason wron using real 
technology in other versions of earth.

Electricity
The voltage is a difference of the potentials.
It doesn't matter where the difference comes from, but it must be the difference.
So the voltage is the potential difference between the two molecules of different
matter. The matter is a concentrated energy it and consists of photons.
Electric potential can be described as the amount of electric charge in every 
particle of the matter. That is not a precise definition though, as the things are 
indeed far more complicated. 
These environments can be any kind of matter. 
It can be a gas e.g. helium and carbon dioxide or any type of solid matter. 
The greater the potential difference between them, the higher voltage we will 
receive. 
The plus and the minus does not exist. There is only a potential: higher and 
lower. Voltage goes from a higher to a lower potential, therefore the voltage 
appears only when there is a difference of potentials. The difference of 
potentials causes the creation of boundaries between any matter. 
I use “+” and “-” to easily explain, however divisions are far more complicated.
These divisions decide, what is a given matter.
Not every matter will exchange electrons in each environment. 
The solution is simple. Enough is to allow the flow of ions between two 
different materials. Water, some acids or gases... What you will find, will be 



good if will be works. Is really no energy problem... We have to know this. 

Energy solutions

It's really a lot of ways to solve energy problems.
Currently, we can not focus on the accumulation of energy from the 
environment but on production.
Which means that all type solutions, as the Tesla tower or household gold 
capacitors as the Ark of the Covenant, now will not be good for now. 
This will speed up the fall. But if we connect the Tesla tower with free energy 
generator that to send new produced energy to atmosphere, then that is great 
solution .
Currently on Earth/in sun, is too much of a lower potential, also on a surface 
( in air ) which is not good and should not occur and it can be seen as black 
places on the surface of the sun. 
Therefore, we must concentrate solely on the production of energy and sending 
it into the atmosphere also …
The best solution here will be the creation of sources of energy from 
thermonuclear fusion of helium and hydrogen or cold fusion. Exactly this is 
happening in the sun but we can do in a smaller scale. 
So in order to produce such a reaction in a closed room we make such a corps.
In this figure, you can see everything. Two three-sided pyramids are stacked in 
the merkabah. They are a great environment for focusing energy. 
Reaction at the sun is not well studied. As I mentioned in my recordings on YT 
there also not necessarily everything has been said and affirm that recent reports
from other researchers. At the level of energy and material that can looks 
different, but can be same things seen from two sides. For example . Cold 



fusion at the sun scale can produce helium and hydrogen, and all the ingredients
which they studied. That possible  but  it need to be tested deeply. 

There we will start reactions. Wave control sockets are to control the reaction.
Is no needed too much power. This is also a great solution for antigravity. 
Such a system is assembled on ship and ready to go. :) 

We can also make magnetic voltage multiplier.

External coils in around the system, collecting multiplied changes in the 
magnetic field . These are the simplest and most basic energy solutions. There 

are many other solutions but they all are based on the same principles. For 
example it is also possible to collect one potentials from one density and 
dividing it into two different, get the tension. This is a good solution and some 
bacteries use this phenoenon.





Membranes of this bacteria operate like gold that mean pulls electrons into the 
system from the environment. 
Due to differences in capacity is created potential differences. This raises the 
voltage that drives the engine. It can be used in any environment because there 
is always some cargo from which you can make a difference. There are many 
possibilities of using this phenomenon. Many many... This book tells about the 
rules just to explain to everyone how it works and on the basis of these 
messages, you'll be able to create all the necessary practical solutions. 

              Creating and processing each matter
Creating and processing each matter is a very important technology for the each
living beings. That you can get rid of all the garbage and convert them to the
necessary materials You can produce Organic Food, gold, water, oxygen, and
everything else  directly  from the  garbage  or  air.  Processing matter  diagram
looks like this. 

This technology requires a large amount of energy but the energy you can get 
for free. Voltage is needed to melt processed material and to obtain appropriate 
conditions, but is option to make this also on low energy technology.
Wave controls provide the frequency of the created object. 
In the middle of the field is created and processed the matter. 
Technology very important and should be in a wide interest very long time ago.
It will make us free from the need to build factories to keep production of the 
necessary items. Everyone has such a machine in the house where he prints 



himself foods and a second machine for objects. Foods from  machine will not 
be anything different from scanned food. You choose on the menu what you 
want and print same organic food as you can grown. Food machine on the 
principle, as the projection in the eye. This will eliminate the problem of 
packaging, delivery, production of garbage which have to be quick broke to 
keep production. So that will finish slavery. Everyone will be have everything 
with no cost. Real life … You want this... You have to do small effort ... For 
example : spread this book ...
Search alone, talk with your friends about it. If the units will grow and 
increased their own frequency, the energy will be faster disperse and will be 
more radiate. That's why if you want to change the world it is best to start from 
yourself. It was done experiment. On one island monkeys taught to wash fruits 
before eating. When on the island number of monkeys washing fruits are grown
monkeys from another island also began to wash the fruit. The energy 
spreading. Experiment repeated several times with other things so you may 
have heard different versions. 

Holography.

The human eye is a receiver signals and projector, therefore is a red-eye efect 
on the pictures and can be seen it at night live.
The image is formed in the lens, which works as a spatial display.
Everything what is created in the lens, you sending to a common projection.
The image in the lens is formed in a similar way as the creation of matter. 
The lens is a flexible transparent 3D (real 6D) liquid crystal display projector. 
It does not the lens does not function as a lens. How it works will explain a toy: 
Mirage 3D Mirascope.



 
This is the simplest example explains how it works.
Subject placed in the mirrors, will be displayed slightly above. 
And now imagine this toy as a transparent 3D display and illuminated from the 
bottom. We have a hologram with quality as reality. 
The best and the cheapest method of production of full 3D hologram. Very 
simple principle of operation, low consumption of energy and low failure rate. 

The speed of light

The speed of light is variable, can be manipulated and depends on the light 
color (frequency) and the Environment in the reference system. The speed of 
light subject of an action of electromagnetic forces causing refraction of light in
a more dense matter. Therefore, the light in space turns in more red in place 
where is change in the magnetic field. That is why the sun is redder when it is 
below the horizon. Horizon arises because of the oval eye. 

The speed of light is not the fastest speed and should be 2 times greater than 
they say and can be programmable. The fastest speed of communication have 
paired photons. Paired photons are conected in the full range of the 
electromagnetic field of our star. We can't see this signals because the human 
eye sees only a certain range of frequencies.

On the principle of paired photons operates telepathic communication. You do 
not need the relay stations. Operating frequencies are not harmful to humans 
and the planet. Connectivity on photon technology, is the best form of wireless 
transmission of signals between devices and operates in the entire area of the 
electromagnetic field of our sun. Unlimited range.Measured photon can be in 
two positions.vertically and horizontally. Paired photons will always be in 
opposite positions. As one will be horizontal is the second certainly will 



vertically. As 0 i 1 but here is much more options on each frequency.

War with aliens.
Armageddon or Apocalypse ?

The word “Apocalypse” comes from ancient Greek and means the disclosure of
the truth. Something what was hidden. Armageddon means annihilation. End of
the world the final battle. This term comes from Megiddo - an ancient city in 
Palestine. The word "har" means a mountain, hence the whole word 
Armageddon is a "mountain of Megiddo". More you will find in any other 
sources. Here we concentrate on the most important things because it is a book 
of secrets. 
The whole story is a bit more complicated than I can say here. I remind only the
most important information in the best understood forms, if you can say that. 
Here you will find all information how to survive the Armagedon with an 
explanation why you have to do, this what was said in the Bible. 
Everything is a state of mind and the whole process is sorting energy. 
Armageddon will not happen in all versions. That's why you have to do not 
think about it so as not to pair with the dying reality and energy.

Armageddon and the war with aliens. 
Whether and how it is Connected. 

Yes. These events are connected and will happens.
Each of us watched at least one movie about the fight with aliens.
In the media in general are mainly promotes the fight and rivalries. But the fault
is always on the middle. People like to destroy and kill. The whole world is a 
reflection of the mental state of society. A common projection.
As I said everything is a projection of energy. Armageddon is a godsend, but it 
does not have to look so bad. It always depended only from us. 
Now on Earth is too big difference of potentials which is the reason why the 
Earth falling. We have an excess of a lower potential and from the moment 
when the moon came up in the our atmosphere we are falling down. We are 
now very close to the center of the cosmos which means it not too much time is 
left. The final date is 23.12.2012 . In sun calendar it will be near 23.12.2016.
If by that time arrangement of cargo on Earth does not change enough to stop 
falling, they will be have to come and collect the lower potential to prevent the 
collapse of the sun.
The time has come, people must change, begin to create and collaborate rather 
than destroy and compete. Satan is not bad, evil ones are his followers.
Satan is also a divine creature and is indispensable. Unfortunately visualization 
of Satan, which created the people for themselves,is significantly different from



the facts. In the universe have to be a balance. It is like a plus and a minus.
Matter and energy. Potential higher and lower. One without the other can not 
exist and therefore can not fight with each other.  
Satan is a part of the one whole. Erroneous interpretations result from 
manipulation led by the vatican.
Vatican was taken over by other civilizations, which is with a lower potential 
and has the energy problem. They found few places in the cosmos where they 
can easy obtain energy. Unfortunately their potential is much lower so the need 
to reduce the frequency of produced energy. People produce these frequencies 
in fear and stress and this is the cause of all problems here. As I said before. 
Fault is always in the middle. It is not the fault of the devil that tempts. 
guilty of this one, which succumbed to temptation. 
This civilization is called devil but is from this density, from this cell. Which 
means that they are from this same universe but with the reverse polarity. That 
are the Fallens angels. More about the fallen angels, you will find in a separate 
section below. They just need a lower potential because they are at a lower 
potential due to its path of development, so such, it needs. 
And that really they only think they need the same potential. That also is wrong.
Theory about bad Satan, was established on the lies, secrets, and from reason 
the state of mind of people. So too were created Kabale and Islam and all other 
religious factions advocating violence. This race wanted to hide from you that 
we are all divine beings and the earth is the Garden of Eden. How to take 
control over the divine beings to use them to own purposes?
You have to only convince them, that they are who they are, they are not where 
they are, create a lot of theory and problems that to make them busy.
This does not solve their problem and even accelerated their fall. They will no 
exceed the barrier with such a load and potential. They will die together with 
this cosmos if nobody resolve this problem correctly. They will die and we and 
all others in this cosmos.. We all we create a common body. 
There is no, no common interest, therefore on divisions and rivalries it is 
impossible to exist.
All you need to do is said in the Bible. This has been written in a form 
appropriate to that level of knowledge what was then. The Bible talks about 
physics and the rules which driving this world. There are included, all the clues 
to survive and develop. Unfortunately, to this day Bible was not understood in 
the right way. Let us recall some specific meanings to understand about what I 
talking.
For example why should we pray for those who have gone astray?
When you hate it generates energy, which can be also sent as each other energy.
So when you hate, you giving your energy to what you hate and you will be 
surrounded by this more and more. Law of attraction. This on what you focus, it
is attracted. Therefore the placebo effect works and therefore miracles do 



happen. So sending positive energy will work exactly, as we want . 
That will combat evil. Evil can't be stop by evil because it generates more evil.
No war throughout human history did not end in combat. It is impossible. 
Thought is energy like everything else and can be sended and it is that all the 
time. That is why the teachings of Jesus are true. The matrix will give you all 
what you want. Therefore, so many divisions that conscious, evil people use to 
evil because they desire power. Those evil people also need to understand once 
that they have been deceived and exploit just because they also deceive and 
exploit others. In such a sick system it is impossible to exist. 
Other important example to begin to understand the Bible is:
Stronger must help the weaker. 
Voltage goes from + to -. Today, it is the opposite because we have of excess of
a lower potential. So Voltage goes from a higher to a lower potential. Only in 
this way you can develop. Fusion reaction, namely cooperation. It is based on 
the combination of two similar but different potentials. 
As helium and hydrogen, as a woman and man, as investor and creator, as 
stronger and weaker and as + and - . Only in this way can create something.
Explosion theory, divisions and rivalry must end. It is much much better 
solutions where everyone will have everything without harming the planet.
Currently on the Earth continues madness. Mental illness propagated by a race 
from the moon and others. But everything has been accepted by the people. 
Everything is a choice and what is happening on Earth is the result of our 
choices.
Being passive is the choice of accepting current state of affairs. Freedom is not 
something you can give to someone. A higher level requires understanding. In 
the Bible it is said. The problem is in us. Everything is a state of mind. And it's 
not you're born in the world but the world is born in you. The beginning is the 
end and the end is the beginning. Everything is a reflection of everything. State 
of the Earth will reflect the state of the cell Each living creatures on the Earth 
and Earth is part of something else. We all create one coherent whole. Fractal 
world construction. 
Earth becomes a cancer cell.
Therefore it will have to happen is what has been described in Armageddon. 
This is a godsend. Will comes the Angels to destroy evil on earth, collect lower 
potential to equalize potentials enough to stop to fall and start to rise. Exactly 
what was written in Armageddon. St. John. 
Has been done some steps that to manipulate you to fight with your savior. All 
these films about the fight with the UFO are also part of this manipulation. 
These angels will be manifested themselves here in similar as UFO form and 
you will be send to the fight against savior. 
Manipulation lasts from the flood and is much more complex than anyone 
thought. Even themselves manipulators from the the Earth...



All those who go into battle will die. There is no chance for anyone, even with 
the all arsenal of several planets and most importantly it does not make sense to
fight with something that comes to rescue you before death.
All you have to do also, it was described in the Bible. 
There was said in short, that you need to be in reasonably safe place, close all 
windows and pray.  When your source going to destruction, you can't hide. 

Wider explanation of the significance of these steps, sounds that: 
You need to be in safe place and close all windows because you can not see and
hear what's going to happen. When you see it, then automatically you are paired
/ connected with these events and it becomes your reality. 
You must also pray not to think about what is happening. It also will connect 
you with the the dying reality. You will be Paired / connected in this way with 
what is happening. You must pray to connect with Jesus and others and raise 
your frequency, because collected will be low potential with low frequency. 
Your charge and freaquency depends on the state of your spirit and mind.
You will not be able to deceive. If you will be to collect, you will be collected 
with the rest and squeezed in an electromagnetic field to drop the evil and your 
body will be buried in one big ditch with others, as it is described in 
Armageddon. This energy will be taken out of here. We can not be afraid of the 
final judgment. Judgment Day is the cleaning of the low-frequency energy. 
Energi evil. Remember that Judgment Day is only for those who deserve it.
Jesus said it all a long time ago to make you free and to shows you, your error.
Unfortunately, his words have been forgotten, manipulated and not been 
understood in the right sense. 
So guilty of what happens are all people. It's their choice. By all life, people 
make choices and all those choices of all people in all lives, had created this 
world, who falls. No decision is also a decision. When did you decide to do 
nothing to improve this world, it mean you join to his destruction. A long time 
ago people had killed his savior. Jesus Christ. Then they lost a chance for a long
and happy life in harmonized world, where everyone can to have what he 
wants. Later, it was several other attempts, but money and lust to power win. 
They will do it again...? They will go on the last fight, against each other, and 
forever will be deprived of the chance of continued existence ....?
All this depends on you ... It will be just like you want. Unfortunately, that will 
not do alone. You need to take an active part in it. 
You've done the first step and you read this book and other sources with 
knowledge. Start to talk about this with those who know. This is the main topic.
Promote this book everywhere . When you pay for it, the minimum nominal 
fee, you give this your energies. You will be correlate with this and you will 
support positive cargo, so you also will collect positive cargo. If u did't paid for 
book  then no worries, is enough just to be concenrtate on good scenario and 



choice right version when will be time to choice and share knowledge with 
others. 
People had to do good to rising up own energy and frequency, grow to survive. 
It is the only way forward. Everything is energy, and money is its symbol. The 
importance of money also is more complicated. The symbols on the banknotes 
have also of significance as a symbol, and are important as everything else.

Armagedon will kill all the followers of evil. The rest of the people will be the 
witness these terrible events, beside those collected before this worst time. This 
is a not large group of especially selected. This second group, unfortunately, is 
very large. Not only people live on Earth. There is also a race that wants to 
settled here. Mostly it is the lower potential and all those who joined in.
If you will do all what is described in the Bible and in this book, you will 
survive. As you see the truth is more complicated than you thought.
On the moon is energy. This is other race, which want to set on our planet, 
because their own they led to the collapse. Due to certain mistakes they think 
they have a problem with obtaining energy. Exactly the same as we are here on 
Earth. Each of us needs energy to live. They are here to gather energies which 
peoples produce all the time so everything is geared towards putting you in a 
state where you will produce a suitable potential for them. All conflicts are the 
situations where people produce a lot of energy with the correct frequency and 
potential. Not only wars... For example ...On the big stadiums where it 
accumulates a lot of people to watch a fight or other emotional events, are 
mount a big LCD screens which are purchased new at every event. This is 
because of these screens collect and keep the energy produced by the 
audience.They are in cenrum and are directed towards the audience and liquid 
crystal keeps energies. This is the same phenomenon as the memory of water, 
because water is also liquid crystal with a lower density. These screens are 
taken by this race to recover out of them this energy. The whole of the current 
technology is designed to extract energy from you, even your TV at home LED 
or LCD, telephone and almost any other electronic devices. 

Armageddon is near. 
Everything is turned upside down, that you could not see the truth. Armageddon
is salvation and Antichrist is Jesus Christ. 
Everything was overturned because they were afraid to lose their source of 
energy, but they also they go to destruction so they must understand that this is 
a wrong. You can not continue in sin. They rob the Earth from your energy.
Just because of this sin, first appeared here on earth and Adam eat an apple.
The apple is a symbol. Eve wanted to possess secret knowledge that she had to 
give her power. It is the sin of pride. she wanted to be better than others. 
Unfortunately that was also manipulation. The beginning is the end and the end 



is the beginning. Eye for an eye is not a solution. Opponents will occur as long 
as you want to fight. You will get what you want. 
On Earth, there are some people that want to unfairly take a place, which is not 
for them. They will want to play an badly understood significance messages 
from the Bible, story to convince you, that he is the Antichrist. They want to 
use tricks to fool the peoples, that he is, who he is not. Technology used for this
plan devastated the planet on which he it is located. Guilt and punishment.
He will die with his own world which he help to create... 
They introduced a lot of aluminum into the atmosphere to be able to use some 
kind of sick of the idea of getting a hologram who has to convince you that 
what you see is real. But will come, the real ships and the whole of their plan 
will turn against them. These people are on important positions and directs 
them only lust for power. But here on earth, there is no power. This is shared 
projection. Training room for progress and development to take power later, as 
a creator not a destroyer. 
When you evolve, you will create own world, own cell. Then you will get some
power as a test to become a creator and to possess real power. Only then 
however, when you understand how to use it. 
Another very important misconceptions are:
Islamist want everyone to acknowledge Satan as their god.
Satan is as your god because it is the energy from the higher dimension with the
reverse polarity. Same cargo what Sun, because is no earth core. This does not 
mean that you must kill.
Satan is not evil. He is a divine being and He loves you just as God.
Satan is as your God because as being from a higher dimension, with the higher
potential, but with opposite polarity, is here to to help you. The stronger helping
the weaker. People unfortunately lost in the madness, mystery, lies and laziness,
created his own version of everything, and it all reflects themselves.
It does not look good. Time for a change or time to end. 

Fallen Angel

In the Bible the first riddle starts from the very beginning. Fallen angel fallen to
Earth. Who are they and why are called fallen angel? 
When the energy, the sun, will develop, it will grow and will be contain more of
positive potential, which will attract the Earth to the top. To the outside.
With the sustainable balance of cargo it is possible to cross the barrier , to 
achieve a real development, True evolution. And only with sustainable. At this 
point is a real evolution and the energy is re designed in accordance with 
personal development. The state of mind. You are closer to achieving the form 



of the Divine. When a certain race exceed the barrier of evolution (The star 
turns into a black hole) Then they become angels for the those who still 
remained at the previous level. If after crossing this barrier, this civilization will
make important mistakes, then shall fall. When you are already at the bottom, 
exactly how the Earth now, and you further fall, then you will return to the 
previous level and overcome the barrier again. In second side, it is also 
Evolution accordance with the state of mind. Then you can be reborn as a 
reptiles , gray race or other existance in our universe. To make it more illustrate 
look at the picture below.

They are not Gods. They want to be, but I do not know how. They made 
mistakes therefore they fell. And when they are back on a level that already 
were, they are called fallen angels. They are not evil. It is lost civilization. 
Other reflection of you. For example : Reptiles recognized that the guilty of 
future problems are emotions and they decided to get rid of them.
They got rid of most parts of emotions, what caused that was lost balance and 
started to fall down. It caused in the way back, that they loss something what 
they want to got rid of. So most of emotions and now they have only so-called: 
reptilian brains and they have problem with hearth chakra. That why they are 
deprived of emotions. They do not know that they are doing wrong. But they 
give us everything that people want. Always everything was the will of the 
people. 
Here i can say words of some song :
Paloma Faith - Do You Want the Truth or Something Beautiful.



“...Secrets, lies, falling veils
I can be who you want me to be
Sacred lies, telling tales
I can be who you want me to be
But do you want me?
… I am happy to deceive you “
They doing everything for you. Everything what you want: “I can be who you 
want me to be” Reptiles are not the evil, bad are the people. They trying to help,
but that really they repeat their mistakes, here on Earth. The same errors that led
them to fall. Now it is harder for them to find error, because they went back in 
development and they need a help. They landed on Earth and want to settle 
here. They think it is possible and that they are able to solve the mystery alone, 
without the help of others. They want to do this on lies and secrets. Is many 
races and energy here... Tey all usually are on lower frequency The victim of 
lies, telling tales and peoples listen and repeating. They are not evil. They just 
do not understand their error. They are on a lower vibration, so they need to 
introduce you to the same level, and then you can produce for them suitable 
energy. They need lower-frequency energy therefore they creates conflicts. 
They do not force you never to anything. People can do everything, but don't 
have to do nothing. It has always been their choice. Their projection is 
consistent with their state of mind. Therefore they look like reptiles.
They can, however, remain different form to hide here. Shapeshifters.
To accomplish this, however, they must do bad things. They try to avoid this by
cloning, invitro and other methods that are just to be able to live here. They are 
also with reverse polarity. which means that they will have reversed sex.
The woman will be a man and man will be woman. This is one of the causes of 
homosexuality. On the way back it is not converted back to stop the 
development of of race that have fallen. Therefore they are having sex only 
among themselves, and this causes the genetic mutations, also in order to stop 
the plague. Who does not develop, this reversing. What mean that must die and 
create matter. Constantly and the only solution to their problem is the re-
development and again cross the evolution barrier in right way. Then they will 
change the shape to whatever will let them state of mind body and spirit.
They don't have to die. They can survive to time when we cross again the 
barrier but with open cooperation. It is the possibility separate the negative 
charge without removing it. It is also the option of balancing cargoes enough to 
equalize the potentials... We can do everything, but we do not have to do 
anything. We can simply die together in solidarity, this however is not a good 
solution so i propose to do everything. The easiest solution invented on the 
quick, is to build a separate flying towns on antigravity surfaces with the 
separation on a different frequency and resonance. Each of their vehicle and suit
can have same option... Then they could be anywhere, as before. Is a loot others



ways to solve this problem. All the mysteries which people do not understand 
was to allow other race to living here on earth. The vaccine, some disease, 
creating problems, cloning, invitro, homosexuality and many more... 
It is not a solution. There is only one way and it is described in the Bible. The 
Bible was established to help in the survival and allow proper development. 
If you do not doing as is written there, you will not achieve proper 
development. All these races most fear the Antichrist. It was because they also 
did not understand the meaning of the Bible. They have been lost by the lust for
power, so when they learned that they will lose authority and will rise a New 
World Order became frightened and started making more errors. 
They afraid of him so much that they turned up meaning the Antichrist.
The secret is that the Antichrist is Christ himself. Jesus Christ from reverse 
polarity and him created antibody to solve problem ...  Fallen angels after 
returning possess lower potential with lower frequencies, so they need energy 
from you. Jesus Christ will not flinch in the development and have higher 
potential and frequency. The solution is simple. People of all choices They 
made themselves. Manipulations were but he was also a free choice. They also 
have to make a choice. They may start to rise or fall down lower and die.  
Changes in other races also occurs in a planetary system. That you can change 
the look, do plastic surgery or sex change as also create animal or other form of 
life. All depends from develop. Darwin theory is theory devlutionnot evolution.

Other secrets in brief. 

Global warming

Global warming is a global phenomenon and occurs throughout the universe. 
The cause of global warming are energy transfers between the planets. Each 
mineral or each atom of each matter or energy, exported from the nucleus star. 
(The planet) begins, nuclear reactions. Its like decay of the atom. It is the cause 
heating of the cosmos and can lead to collapse of the entire cosmos. It is 
possible to restore the balance by creating life, but natural ways. Nuclear 
reaction will only heating and melting the rod. There is no super big explosion 
and never was. Manipulations are directed by the Vatican which is controlled 
by the civilizations from the bear constellation. This civilization has made 
mistakes and they think they have a problem with obtaining energy. Exactly as 
we did here. This is erroneous thinking. All you must do is in the Bible. The 
Vatican wrote a lot of conflicting religion like Islam and the other just to create 
conflicts which cause the generation of our energy that they need. Someone 
asks why Islam is so different from true christianity and comes from the places 



where Jesus lived. Here they all also made a mistake. Peoples need wake 

up!! Islam had to eliminate Christianity because someone did religion 

from scientific informations contained in Bible. Bible says about physics. 

And from reason of bad events by focusing on the bad things. For 

instance the annual killing of Jesus through the celebration of his death, 

praying to devices, rather than understand the principle of action, fight 

with others about who i better and so on. Eliminate by explain errors and

real science, not by war and killing.

That is why Islam was to be scientific. but they also did with the religions

and closed the mind to all the rest. Later the person they added their 

erroneous information from decadent version. Circumcision is one of 

them. Even if the main principles of Islam were good is the low level of 

people who have done from this also religion, destroyed everything and 

created a more serious problem than Christianity.

The level of knowledge of today's scientists from Islam is very low and 

this causes problems. They still think they are more imprtant . That is 

funny and stupid in same time . For all not mean for all islamists but for 

all beings. They made themselves better because they have been 

selected to provide important information. In Islam there is a lot of truth, 

but unfortunately crept into a lot of errors added by the people due to 

lack of understanding and because of the low level of development This 

also means that not the creator of the main objectives of Islam is to 

blame what people are doing. Satan fooled. They are used because as this 
proud nation because of this that was Jesus He came from there they will 
defend their theories, you can simply instill them. And it is not difficult. And in 
this madness, no matter what you tell them, they will defend it because he 
succumbed to the sin of pride. In this madness will die all those who will not 
turn away from it. This is described in Armageddon. In this war, they have only
to collect adverse cargo and at the end everyone will be alive to squeezed in a 
force field. This energy is for a civilization that needs it because he is from 



reverse polarity. Talking about it the Mayan calendar and the Bible. If it comes 
to this war is the next would be the first - on stones. But before the supernova 
explosion and God create everything from the beginning. No one will survive. 
It is proposed to think about. So energy issue occurs not only in our universe 
but also outside. The fight with anyone is not an solution. Remember: we fight 
only with each other, because we all form a single common body. Anyone who 
signed a contract with Satan decided to give his energies on other 
constellations. sell souls to the devil means to move all own 
energies to a different version of himself. Relocate to another 
level. It's not that bad. This is the path of development. The 
way to creations themselves and the world. Unfortunately was 
created few bad theories about this and falsehoods theory how 
to do this. Each way will be works, that much as you believe in 
this.  When people are working for the fallen race then repeat their mistakes 
and also fall down. for example, those who are working for the Great Bear will 
be on Earth as bears if they will be against humans and real NWO. We all have 
to work for man and promote real development. It will solve all problem. Now 
is system from fallen versions where one wants to retrieve energy from the 
other. between different races and one race. The theory of a nuclear power plant
must end. So in short we can say that the cause of global warming is the 
potential difference on the Earth and not only. When is a potential difference, 
then is a voltage. And when is a voltage, then Earth is getting heat up as any 
wire under current. Same process as by taking energy from one photon by 
increasing the potential difference in him.

Longevity

That, in what the health condition is a man at the moment, depends directly on 
the amount of energy produced and supplied vital nutrients through the internal 
organs. Of these things are directly related to the number of cells which are 
build internal organs and their overall health. People are dying because an 
insufficient number of cells in organs, which are not able to produce an 
adequate number of energy. Each cell can divide some about 50 times before 
they die. About how many times this cell can divide up yet determines the 
length of telomeric chain. The number of cells from approximately forty years 
of age gradually over the years was decreased because the cells after being long
time in the state of senescence, died by apoptosis. This is why when people get 
older, that's for old age are shrinking. Not only on the outside, internal organs 
also are shrinking by what they are not able properly fulfill their functions...

Before the cells were replaced by neighboring, which yet have the ability 
division but when in the around is no any cells that can divide,then organ is it 



decreases on this one cell. Use of Baicalin, extended telomere in cells for the 
next five divisions which are in the senescence(that mean already performed 
their last mitotic division). This will prevent their apoptosis(Death). Effective 
prevention of reducing the number of cells in all organs, keep them in great 
condition in order to power the entire system by many many years. For 
hundreds of years... A man who uses only baicalin will be get older slightly 
slower, until the appearance of which will resemble a man of eighty, and not 
will be changed - you could say that it will be permanently about 10 years 
before his death; while his health, energy and stamina will be at the period in 
which the started use of Baicalin, and keep the current potential of health for 
life.

Will be that because the use of baicalin does not stop cell division. To get the 
effect of a significant prolongation of life, use Baicalin permanently. According
to one of the schemes shown below. 

Scheme 1 - The first scheme is the adoption of Baicalin for people without 
health problems and only wanting to protect their internal organs before 
reducing the number of cells that build their body in order to maintain 
efficiency of the body for many many years. 

1 - for 6 consecutive days in the morning and evening, take 50 mg. that 2 
capsules per a day, and total of 12 capsules. Then we do about 10 week break 
and again six days for two capsules a day and 10 weeks of break, and so on, 
without end :) 

With this form are advised to take Baicalin during the seasons change according
to the Chinese calendar. I mean, six days at a time from 20 to 30 December - for
the winter, six days a period of 1 to March 10 - in the spring, six days in the 
period from 10 to 20 May - for the summer and six days in the period from 20 
to 30 July - in the late summer and six days in the period from 1 to 10 October -
in the autumn. In this regimen 60 capsules, enough for the whole year. 

Well, i should also replace all other uses to which baicaline was and is used for 
thousands of years... 

about it in second schema. 

2 According to the second scheme - 2 capsules a day up to two months, and 
then about 6 months break and again two months the adoption and again six 
months break, and so on without end. In this scheme, you will be need 120 
capsules on year. 

Two months of use of Baicaline in a particular case may be, and usually is too 
long. When you suppose after 3 or 5 weeks of symptoms cease, then we break 
the daily intake of capsules and return to Scheme 1, thus we do break 10 weeks 
and again taking baicalin for 6 days. It is known that chronic intake any 



substance, and in particular it relates to drugs and herbs for strong action is not 
appropriate. scultellaria baicalensis, as well as thier flavonoid fractions of 
baicaline addition to the interesting activities of the enabling telomerase, has 
among other properties, a strong chilling effect of the body. For longevity, 
which can be achieved only in a good, balanced health, chilling Baicalin 
property is redundant, and the symptoms of hypothermia or hypothermia, even 
harmful. When for reasons of health, it is indispensable in people long apply 
Baicalin, it is administered simultaneously with herbs, neutralizing its chilling 
effect. together with herbs place hot... 

Each long therapy is individual and should be discussed with your doctor or 
herbalist !!! 

Is good for colds and flu. (after learning of the dosing and action). 

Previous indications for the use of Baicalin include: 

Antiallergic and antiasthmatic activity 

Anti-inflammatory and antiarthritic 

Bile action and antyhepatotoksyczne (anti-poisoning of the liver)

Antiatherosclerotic and antithrombotic effect (the tendency for deep vein 
thrombosis)

Effects of cardiovascular, cardiac and antihypertensive (improving circulation 
and lowering blood pressure)

Antioxidant, anti-free radical (lowering stress)

Sedation, anticonvulsant and anxiolytic (sedatives, anxiolytics, antiepileptics)

Cytotoxic and antitumor activity (in suspected cancer and cancers detected)

Antiviral activity (in chronic infections and lowered immunity)

Antibacterial activity

Antifungal activity

Dosage Baicalin of the above indications, is well controlled by herbalists; the 
length of time taking this herbal extract is individually determined by the 
therapist, but usually average dose is about 100 milligrams of Baicalin a day, 
for a period of two months.

The effects of Baicalin, causing the activation of telomerase in cells in state of 
senescence, was discovered Very recently, so there is no officially yet widely 
developed and given the patterns of use of the herbal formulation for this 
purpose.

Therefore, after analyzing multidirectional impact of Baicalin on the human 
organism, and after consultation with experienced doctors dealing with herbal 



medicine, have established these two schedules of Baicalin in order to activate 
telomerase for adults.

These schemes, in the same man may be periodically used interchangeably. 
Clearly been proven that the action of activating telomerase Baicalin is only in 
cells which are in to state of senescence (we do not know anything about the 
operation of the enabling telomerase in cells which are not in to state of 
senescence).

To understand the longevity played a great role, description of the life 

of Li Qing-Yun.

Post Image 1 

Here is a fragment of a book written by Dr. Yang Jwing-Ming titled "Changing 
Muscle / Tendon / Marrow Washing Brain". 

"Li Qing-Yun was born in 1678r. (17 years Qing Kang Xi) in the province 
Sichuan. In later moved to Kai Xian, home of the Chen Family (Chen Jia 
Chang). He died in r.1928 n.e.w aged 250 years. With 71 years enlisted in the 
army provincial leader, Yue Zhong-Qi. Most of his wives died early, so he had 
to marry as many as 14 times in his life. 

Li was a herbalist, an expert on Qigong and most of the time spent in the 
mountains. In 1927, General Yang Sen, Li visited at his residence in Wan Xian,
Sichan province where was made here shown image. Li died a year later, after 
returning from the trip. After his death, General Yang Sen investigated the life 
story of Li, to verify the authenticity of the legends circulating about him. 
Everything described in the report entitled: "Based on facts report obout the 
250-year-old man, Whom Successful Life ", published by the Chinese and 
Foreign Literatures Storehause (Zhong Wai Wen Ku), Taipei, Taiwan.

The report describes Li as a man having 7 feet tall, with good eyesight and 
springy step and a very long and twisted nails. All available information 
indicates to us that the story is true. In the decrease, after Li Qing-Yuni we 
receive assurance that a person can live for over 200 years. 

Li Qing-Yun was a famous herbalist, who intuitively, successfully using a 
variety of herbs, reached the age of 250 years. From descriptions of what 
remained of him, it must be concluded that for over 150 years, ever look the 
same, was a healthy strong old man, in the prime of physical and intellectual. 

Periodic intake Baicalin can cause that modern man reaches even longer life 
than Li Qing-Yun for this reason that today we have a concrete knowledge on 
the impact of this particular herb on telomerase. Li Qing-Yun, he could rely on 
his intuition. Not knowing the mechanism of action of Baicalin, could do too 
many interruptions in dosing, which could lead to apoptosis in some cell 



batches slowly reducing its biological potential. 

Taking baicalie without breaks, according to ours schemes we will avoid this 
danger. 

Li believed that owes its longevity to a diet which consisted of rice, rice wine 
and herbs especially centella asiatica, and of course the state of the mind and 
spirit. Current knowledge does not appear that centella asiatica had a similar 
effect on the activation of telomerase as Baicalin. We assume that Li Qing-Yun,
along with centella asiatica, also used the Scutellaria baicalensis contains, inter 
alia, baicalin, actively stimulates telomerase.

In China it is used widely since time immemorial for the preparation of many 
herbal blends.

Li Qing-Yun has retained a healthy appearance on stage 80, 100 years old, 
externally without changing to the next, about 150 years.

Magnesium chloride

What is Magnesium? How it Functions in the Body 

On the human body consist Main elements such as.

Macro elements which are 4 non-metals:

- hydrogen

- oxygen 

- carbon 

- nitrogen

They are building fats, carbohydrates and proteins. 

And 4 macro-minerals which are metals:

- calcium

- magnesium

- sodium

- potassium

Magnesium ions regulate over 350 biochemical reactions in the body through 
their role as enzyme co-factors. They also play a vital role in the reactions that 
generate and use ATP, the fundamental unit of energy within the body’s cells.

Magnesium is the second most abundant element inside human cells and the 
fourth most abundant positively charged ion in the human body.



Within the body’s cells, it serves literally hundreds of functions. 

In nature, magnesium can be found in many different forms, bonded with other 
atoms, such as:

- Magnesium chloride, found naturally in the sea

- Magnesite, the insoluble rock salt also known as magnesium carbonate

- In plant matter, as the central element in chlorophyll

Magnesium deficiency based on several reasons:

- Poor condition of the digestive system caused by wrong diet.

Food refined contains much less nutritional ingredients

and contains lots of additional ingredients deregulate our body and degrade 
him, such as:

Sweeteners; most famous, aspartame.

All kinds of colors usually as a metal oxides.

Gluten which is almost everywhere.

GMO also almost everywhere !!! 

And of course fluoride and many many others ...

This may sound like a joke but how much GMO corn is needed to do such 
things as:

ice cream, ketchup, mayonnaise, vinegar sauce, French fries, chips, cheese 
pizza, and sweets for

kids and beer for olders... 

The correct answer is: for none of these articles do not need corn, and especially
gmo corn!!!

MEMBER... ALWAYS READ WHAT YOU EAT!!! 

With such a diet you can not live happily ever after ;)

- The small contents of magnesium in vegetables and fruits caused by 
fertilization and this causes

the magnesium descent into the depths of the earth, and now it is significantly 
less than several

decades ago.

- Other problems with absorption related with diseases. 

So what to do it is not enough in the food, is poorly absorbed by the digestive 
system and available for this way forms to buy in stores also are not especially 



friendly to our body? 

Same form of tablet is't friendly. Magnesium in it is concentrated and irritates 
the stomach walls. Magnesium must be solubilized, then absorption is better 
and vanishingly irritates the stomach

Whereas the soluble forms contain even more interesting components such as: 
aspartame, metal oxides as colorants and who knows what else can be added... 

aspartame content itself exclude a product from the human diet.

Also are that often very poorly absorbable sources as a magnesium carbonate.

And of course all forms chelated magnesium also in pills that in the first place 
to absorb heavy metals in to your body. That works all EDTA and others 
chelats as a glycine!!! 

EDTA - that synthetic amino-acid used in intoxication by heavy metals, but by 
drip .... Administered by drip pulls out heavy metals even by soft tissue, what 
can be helpful in rehabilitation in post-vaccination effects, like autism... Really 
is very hard to find, good and cheap source of magnesium to top up his state in 
body without side effects.

So maybe another way...? Magnesium is absorbed very well through the skin... 

And the best natural source of magnesium is sea water and the largest number it
is in a dead sea .

That why the best and easily absorbed form of magnesium is magnesium 
chloride from seawater. Because it is soluble in water, magnesium chloride 
readily dissociates, increasing rate of absorption.

I'm sure everyone has heard something about the medicinal properties of 
bathing in the dead sea.

This is due to the high content of magnesium which is absorbed during such a 
bath over the full surface of the skin

Man after such a bath feel's great...

Rested and has much more energy than usual ... and this is because the usual is 
just magnesium deficiency of the above mentioned reasons weakens your body.

Besides magnesium chloride turns out to be a great antiperspirant. It is natural 
and does not contain metals and many other harmful substances that are 
absorbed in the lymph nodes ... There are many links breast tumors, with the 
ingredients of antiperspitants.

Magnesium prevents the growth of bacteria which are degrade proteins of our 
sweat, what is the cause unpleasant odor... also absorbed through the skin and 
by this way kills bacteria and replenishes the level of magnesium



Soaking in magnesium salts has been shown to markedly improve skin 
hydration, speed wound healing, enhance skin barrier function, and decrease 
inflammation. 's Great copes with athlete's foot and getting rid of odors. Taking 
a magnesium bath. Add 250g for a deeply therapeutic bath, 250 grams will give
maximum benefit. The water should be warm and not too hot. This is an 
excellent way to deliver needed trace minerals directly to the body. 

Soaking the feet in a magnesium helps to replenish magnesium levels. It is well 
documented that most of the magnesium in oral capsule supplements is lost in 
the digestive system or eliminated by the body, not reaching the cells that need 
it!

Transdermal Magnesium Chloride [absorption through the skin such as in a 
bath or spray] is a far superior method for safely increasing magnesium levels 
in the body, particularly useful for relieving sore muscles and joints, reducing 
pain related to functional magnesium deficiency and for replenishing depleted 
soft tissues. It also assists to help calm nerves and reduce systemic bodily 
stress. There is simply nothing else that so quickly, easily and safely raises 
magnesium levels in the body. It is an essential catalyst for many enzyme 
reactions, especially in regard to cellular energy production, for the health of 
the brain and nervous system and also for healthy teeth and bones. Magnesium 
in the form of magnesium chloride is also an impressive infection fighter. It is 
necessary for the metabolism of carbohydrates, fats and amino acids. Additional
benefits of magnesium chloride flakes include greater energy, more relaxed 
muscles [and stronger connective tissues], better sleep, improved mental 
function, alleviate headaches, arterial health, better reproductive function, and 
better hormonal balance for men and women [and reduced PMS]. In addition, 
magnesium maintains the detoxification of toxins and metabolic waste 
products. Magnesium Chloride also acts as an effective full body tonic 
increasing energy, strength and endurance related to the 350 enzymes directly 
related to magnesium. Transdermal Magnesium application can help with the 
removal of toxins and heavy metals at a cellular level. Assists with the 
rejuvenation of sun damaged skin, sunspots, healthy hair and wrinkle reduction.
Magnesium is directly linked to the body's production of DHEA, often called 
the 'Feel Good Hormone'. DHEA levels dramatically decline with age. 
Magnesium deficiency has been linked to decreased memory and learning 
ability. Increasing Mg levels can improve cognitive function in children, the 
elederly and those involved in stressful study. 27% of magnesium is found in 
the muscles. Transdermal Magnesium application can rapidly relieve muscle 
pain andreduce cramps associated with magnesium deficiency. Magnesium is a 
most important mineral supplement due to its loss through sweat. It can reduce 
fatigue and stress and is a component of every healthy muscle cell. Transdermal
Magnesium application can help to relax and balance the nervous system to 



counter the stresses of modern life. Magnesium improves the immune system as
a healthy immune system is driven by white blood cells that require good 
magnesium levels. Magnesium is essential to balance calcium intake.

I think that is enough to convince everyone to ensure appropriate levels of 
magnesium...

In corporate stores and pharmacies, unfortunately it is practically impossible to 

find a friendly form for our body (No additional package, and together with 
them side effects). 

Is that not only with the magnesium. Flood of synthetic products kill entire 
populations.

The secret of eternal life from Bible

Only some peoples will be live forever...Eternal life, will receive the one who 
writes in, in the RNA as an essential component to life. Only if you create, not 
destroy ... God creator, As the RNA creates every DNA, so that mean every 
body. Therefore has eternal life and is everywhere. Energy that creates our 
world and body lives forever but we are reborn to new life without memory.

Ours body are weak now. We all can achieve immortality but this only on a 
higher level of civilization. We will be immortal as long as we will be happy.

The state of our planet reflects the state of our cells. Once we lived 1000 years. 
We can reach the state where our cells will be able to replicate infinite number 
of times but not in that world as is now... If you will reach the appropriate level,
then you can be in any world, and in each version and in each form.

Theory Of Lewitation

How is this possible... ?

When all the chakras will be introduced by sound or any other waves, in 
resonance, then all the energy in you is the resonance which causes loss of 
weight due to the dispersal of the energy system .. This means that all energy in 
you is counted separately as single molecules, and these as Single do not have 
the weight and only connected to form a cargo which is subjected to the so-
called gravity. The body is just a projection of photons and gravity is that 
electromagnetic actions between The electrical charges and nothing more .... 
And we are whirling energy, emotion, think. And how it pieced together this 



looks the fact that anyone can fly and should be practiced spitiualizm ...

So the introduction in such a resonance causes that each particle energy is 
counted separately and if we learn handling charge distribution in the body they
can normally be controlled by changing the severity of load in cels and that you
can drive fly direction and accelerate and decelerate ... This is all possible 
because everything is a state of mind :)

Examle:Magician Dan White meets up with a Buddhist monk, in Nepal, who 
has the power of levitation.

True about fluoride

The real reason for which fluoride is in use, is such that it kills 
the pineal gland.

Why do you need the pineal gland? Purification of the pineal gland is necessary
for those who want to develop their multidimensional perception. The pineal
gland is our natural internal source of DMT. This compound activates human

elevated state of consciousness. Awakened pineal gland opens up the possibility
of conscious astral travel, opens perception to other dimensions, allows to

predict the future and communicate with beings from outside our dimension.
DMT in short - is a molecule of enlightenment, in addition to endogenous
(naturally produced by the pineal gland) is also present in ayahuasca - a

medicinal herb from the Amazon, the use of which brings healing of body and
heart through physical cleansing and journey through other dimensions.

We do not need outside substances to develop his Spirit. DMT is a substance
entirely natural that the human body produces when it is healthy. People of
assumptions have to be multi-dimensional beings, including the ability to

interpret the knowledge of other dimensions. The perception of the
transcendental ego transforms and heals quickly suffering, conflicts, and karma.

http://life-line.academy/fullpost.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnLj8DMqaC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SnLj8DMqaC8


How killed your pineal gland? In the late 90's, a scientist by the name of
Jennifer Luke performed the study of the effects of sodium fluoride on the

pineal gland. It was found that the pineal gland, which is located in the middle
of the brain, is a clear objective of fluoride. Pineal soft tissue in the adult

contains more fluoride than any other soft tissue in the body - is the level of
fluorine (ca. 300 ppm), which can inhibit the enzyme. The pineal gland also

includes hard tissue (hydroxy apatite), which collects more fluorine (as 21 000
ppm) than any other hard tissue in the human body (eg. Bones or teeth). Sodium

fluoride destroys pineal gland and strongly inhibits its activity, so that it is no
longer able to effectively maintain hormonal balance in the body. So we're
clear. Sodium fluoride does to the pineal something resembling cirrhosis.

This means that inhibition of the function of the pineal gland is apparent from
the fact that the cells die.

Sodium fluoride KILLS pineal gland - converts it into a transparent jelly.
calcification in the pineal gland Fluoride accumulates in the pineal gland form
shown in the picture calcification is the effect of drinking fluoridated water. I
should add some explanation: as sodium fluoride causes calcification.There is
here exactly the same phenomenon as in the enamel of the teeth. The hardest
tissue in our body is made up of hydroxyapatite - it's like crystalline calcium

compounds - very hard. In the fluorine reacting with them and created
fluoroapatyty. 

A clarifying - Fluoride plays in the process of the following roles:
1) the formation of the mineral phase of the catalyst in the tissue, which is the

hydroxyapatite Ca10 (PO4) 6 (OH) 2
2) is replaced by hydroxyl ions (OH) giving rise to fluorapatite /

fluorohydroksyapatytu Ca5 (PO4 ) 3OH1-xFx
further studies have provided evidence that sodium fluoride goes to the pineal

gland. It's the only thing that attacks - the most important center of
neurohormonal secretion in the brain. Sodium Fluoride (Sodium Fluoride) is
common in the food, beverage and beer too, in tap water and bottled water.... 

Has anyone ever heard of a bear with caries? Lion, buffalo, or sharks, or
another animal that does not eat gluten which is real reason of caries and many
more health problems. They do not brush teeth. Gluten pulls calcium from the
bones and teeth which degrades the whole body. Sodium Fluoride is nothing
more (or less) than a hazardous waste by-product of nuclear and aluminum
industries. It's the primary ingredient in rat poison, anesthetic, hypnotic and

psychiatric drugs and NERVE GAS! Prozac, scientific name Fluoxetine, is 94%



fluoride. Sodium Fluoride is one of the basic ingredients in both PROZAC
(FLUoxetene Hydrochloride) and Sarin Nerve Gas (Isopropyl-Methyl-

Phosphoryl FLUORIDE)... The same ... So we have billions of people all life
on Prozac ...

Time to let stand this poison.

This could be also idea to retain sources of energy ( peoples ) in a decaying 
version of reality... 

just as gluten could to be a solution to get the elasticity of tissues. It sound 
stupid but in sick minds from secret government could arise many foolish 
theories. They doing vaccines so why not this.

The Cholesterol Myths

Cholesterol lately "gaining in significance" and although much has been said, 
theory about its harmfulness and faith in its appropriate measure still continues 
and develops thanks to television. Cholesterol has very important functions in 
the body . is necessary in the construction of new cells, the treatment of 
inflammation. is a natural of bandage on irritated blood vessels and when it will
be needed will be removed by HDL. At the beginning i have to explain that 

there is no bad and good cholesterol. 
LDL- Low-density lipoprotein
HDL- High-density lipoproteins
That protein molecules which are something like a transporter for cholesterol to
and from the liver. When cholesterol is transported from the liver to the tissues 
then it is transported by LDL, and when returning from tissues to the liver by 



HDL
We can say openly that cholesterol had never been, and will not cause 
atherosclerosis. 
May be several reasons. The biggest is:
-Chlamydophila pneumoniae
-High level of homocysteine
-Statins 
Statin kill Coenzyme Q10 and blocking the discharge of calcium from the 
bloodstream into the bones and teeth. This causes deposition of calcium on the 
cholesterol and forms atherosclerotic plaque, what in combination with the 
killing Coenzyme q10 which is necessary for the production of energy by the 
cell in muscles, also in the heart which gives us the most common customer for 
a bypass and an increased statistics of deaths by heart attacks.
Statins are poison and administering them is homicide. Lowering the standards 
of level of cholesterol, has provide to each own portions of statins ...
With statins is given vitamin D to accelerates the absorption of calcium which, 
anyway can not be discharged to bones or teeth and settles in the blood vessels 
and internal organs what accelerates the process of atherosclerosis and 
calcification of the whole organism. that in a nutshell. More Information u can 
find in book : 
The Cholesterol Myths by Uffe Ravnskov
Link to book u can find below this quote about statins.
The Dangers of Statin Drugs
Modern cholesterol lowering drugs act by inhibiting an enzyme (HMG -CoA 
reductase) needed for the formation of cholesterol in the liver. These HMG-
CoA reductase inhibitors, called statins, are sold as Lipitor, Mevacor, Pravacol, 
Zocor, etc.
Weakness & muscle wasting: this is the most common side effect of statin 
drugs, occurring in as many as one in three users. Muscle aches and pains, back 
pain, heel pain, weakness and slurring of speech result from statin interference 
with the production of Coenzyme Q10 (Co-Q10), needed for the muscles to 
function. These side effects are more common in active people and may not 
show until three years after commencement of treatment.
Heart failure: rates of heart failure have doubled since the arrival of statin 
drugs. Te heart is a muscle that depends on a plentiful supply of CO-Q10. 

Rhabdomyolosis: rapid breakdown of skeletal muscle tissue which may lead to 
kidney failure and death.
Cognitive impairment: many patients have reported memory loss and brain fog, 
including total global amnesia (episodes of complete memory loss). The 
implications for pilots and those driving cars and trucks are profound.
Cancer: in every study with rodents to date, statins have caused cancer. Most 



human trials are not carried out for long enough to detect any increase in cancer
rates, but in one trial, breast cancer rates of those taking a statin were 1500% 
higher than those of controls.
Depression: numerous studies have linked low cholesterol with depression. 
Birth defects: almost 50% of pregnant women who took a statin drug in early 
pregnancy gave birth to a child with malformations.

SOURCES: Weston A. Price Foundation; Te Cholesterol Myths, by Ufe 
Ravnskov, MD, PhD

The Cholesterol Myths by Uffe Ravnskov

Normal total level of cholesterol is 250-280 mg/dl which is between 6.5-7.3 
mmol/L (which is short for millimoles per litre of blood).
But 5.7 also can be fine... Everyone is different ... Stated below 
5.7mmol/L( 220mg/dl ) and above 7.3mmol/L( 280mg/dl ) you should do 
research... To normalize the state must consume a lot of yolks of eggs and 
review the fridge in search of toxic trash...
In the yolk of an egg is a large amount of lecithin, that stabilize the lipid profile 
in the body. Is also vitamin B6, B12 and folic acid and these are necessary to 
protect against high levels of homocysteine.
For draining calcium from the bloodstream into the bones and teeth is essential 
vitamin K2.
Best source of vitamin k2 is Natto with vitamin K2 MK7 from: Natto 
-traditional Japanese food made from soybeans fermented. And the best source 
of calcium is sesame seeds. Theory about milk was related to a different 
product than now sells under that name and exaggerated. Let's agree that milk is
not good Even without these vaccines, which must give to the cows, gmo which
the cow is eating and what's going on with that milk before it goes into you, 
milk is,t good on bones and is't any source of calcium for human body. Casein 
in milk is a neurotoxin for our body and milk in any form is not suitable to 
consumption for human as a drink. You really want to feed milk and ice cream 
with GMO corn your children?

Uffe Ravnskov: The cholesterol campaign and its misleading dietary advices

Cure  for  all  diseases

Hulda Regehr Clark (18 October 1928 – 3 September 2009) was a naturopath, 
author, and practitioner of alternative medicine. Clark claimed all human 
disease are caused by pathogens, and is able to destroying these pathogens by 
"zapping" with electrical devices which she marketed.

http://life-line.academy/cholesterol.html


Clark wrote several books describing her methods and operated clinics in the 
United States.

Following a string of legal difficulties and actions by the Federal Trade 
Commission, she relocated to Tijuana, Mexico where she ran the Century 
Nutrition clinic.

Clark's claims and devices have been dismissed by authorities ranging from the 
United States Federal Trade Commission and Food and Drug Administration to 
alternative medicine figures such as Dr. Andrew Weil as scientifically 
unfounded, "bizarre", and potentially fraudulent. Clark died 3 September 2009. 
officially on of multiple myeloma (a blood and bone cancer) 

So let's look further into the history whether the non promoted in the system, 
"irrational; then" methods, have somewhere else own roots.

The first thought is of course : Wangs of Horus 

This is the same technology, but other solution. Then been used rollers of a pair
of galvanic metals (copper and zinc) with crystals inside that gave frequency on
the human body, by using its own voltage and movement of ions between these 
metals ... Abbreviated method can describe that. The source of all the problems 
are pathogens, they like every organism and object are the energy at some 
frequency. This means they have their frequency ... by giving the same 
frequency as the pathogen has, introduces him that into resonance and lead to 
damage and death. This same like smashing glass by sounds but a microscopic 
scale.

And then body can clean self of the dead pathogens what facilitates recovery of 
health after all sorts of infections. The body does not have to fight with them, 
are dead. Drink a lot of water and go home... healthy ... by properly use , 
Unregistered any side effects ....

Cure for all diseases - Interview with Dr. Hulda Clark

Chemotherapy: helping or killing?

At the beginning few important words of introduction.

Cancer becomes very dangerous only if:

1) It is the last stage, where the number of metastasis and development of the
fungus is substantial. Cell during the dying, releases free radicals that destroy

other cells around them. Such small chain reaction.

2) When the tumor oppresses on some important blood vessels, what can cause

http://life-line.academy/huldaclarkblog.html


death. And only in this case, use only surgical intervention.

3) And when we use the therapy offered in the system "health services". 

both treatment and exploratory research are very dangerous. Such as a
mammogram. Ionizing radiation, to put it mildly does not help ;) , but more
causes cell death. Machines used for this May the radiation dose of between
300-1000 doses such as using X-ray of the lungs. Somewhere they showed a

machine that already has only 300 times as lungs x ray as does not mean that it
is in use. rather closer to 1000x. Analysis of the processes in the body says that.

When the cell dies and the body is acidic, then destructive fungus called
candida appears and decomposes the cell. Normally, candida fungus are found

in the intestines as a decomposes fungus. And as long as we have a healthy
body, it appears in places where have to be. At that time, the body produces a

lot more white blood cells. leucocytes. It produces them to build round braiding
to isolate the damaged cells and the fungus to stop a chain reaction caused by

free radicals. And pseudo-doctors what they do? huddle production of
leucocytes, which is a defensive reaction of the body. In addition, they kill your
immune system giving you chemotherapy and then they give hormones to the

spread of the fungus throughout the body.... And now the final end of
mammography. assuming that the tumor already is. remembering that it consists

mainly of leucocytes separating damaged cells and the fungus. What happens
with such delicate inflamed and separated place during such a test when your

breasts are kneading there like dough for pizza ... of course the tumor will
spread even to the lymphatic system and it will start the reaction caused by free

radicals, and we have metastasis... HARD TRUE :/ 

If you are already on therapy, remember that you can survive even therapies.

But you have to really make an effort.

cut all the poison.

fill in all of vitamin and minerals.

use many natural substances. And only organic.

Search:

capsaicin - in peppers

Vitamin C Up to a few thousand mg per day and only from natural sources.
Vegetables from the Netherlands reared on urea and with the addition, so-called

plant protection products that contain heavy metals, are not a good source of
vitamins. Only Clear FULLY REAL ORGANIC.

Great seeds mix: grind together a large tablespoon black sesame, brown flax
seed flat. and half a tablespoon of black cumin. Once daily grind well in the

new electric grinder to coffe. Grind several times stirring and eat.



And most important is the state of mind. not to focus on the disease. pull out
from memory all the theories about the genetic inevitable dangerous cancer.

That fake. It is possible that:

When you talk to someone healthy who believe in these theories, that he would
die for 3 - 6 months because he has cancer. All friends and family watching
with the same thought at him. They are sending bad waves. Stress quickly

deteriorate appearance the patient. He looks that bad, it is already close, that
think and speak everyone around him ... it winds up and accelerates the effect.
maybe even die. Hypochondriacs have physical symptoms of their diseases.

Imaginary diseases. Same as Placebo... Everything is a state of mind. Watch on
www.life-line.academy . Also search: vitamin b17, baking soda to drink. - Read

how to drink before you start. Search on site and in movies section, on the
Internet and everywhere where NHS do not pays the billions for treatments ;)

Doctor currently do not doing the treatment. he does of procedure and for this,
he have money . Manipulation is thought through but visible. Systems
imparting knowledge and beliefs are introduced everywhere. Money,

procedures and bureaucracy. Natural substances can not be patentable so it is
not in the interest of pharmaceutical companies. If they can not be patented and
be a sell with high income, then nobody gives bribes for placing on the market.
And of course the system will earn more when will be more diseases. Then they
can do more tests and experiments on humans. Some know what they do, others

do not know, and some of them do not want to know. These people need to
wake up and notice it, that the harm the themselves for papers and

instantaneous comfortable armchair when accelerating their own death. Next
life will be born in the world who helped prepare earlier. You want to be born

in the chemical world where everyone will be sick from birth, will be
brainwashed and lived 50 years and for each 25 years everyone on war. i dont
think so. Time to change the way of thinking or simply start thinking ;) I also
have a bad news for all benefactors. I see plenty of action. all gather on the
promotion and expansion of cancer and diabetes. hemotherapy and insuline
customer to end of shorter life :) Promotion of death. The comforting thing

about it is that only 20% of the amount collected goes to the goal and the rest
ate a corporation and laughs from the naive. My recommendation is do not
support the killing. It is better to discard these the money out the window,

because probably 99% whoever finds them will release them into less harmful
for the general way. ;) But the more I recommend an account at the Academy of

longevity pay pal... I promises not to buy any vaccine for any child :)

well and it is also very important to stop buying poison. Because how long you
can sell shit. ? as long as they will be buying … :0 Such Eazy ... it's all from me



on this subject and below an interesting article from serious medical monthly
magazine.

Reprint from NaturalNews

Treating cancer is BIG business in America -- in fact, it's a $200 billion a year
business. Yet 98 percent of conventional cancer treatments not only FAIL
miserably, but are also almost guaranteed to make cancer patients sicker. 

What's worse: The powers are suppressing natural cancer cures that could help
tens of thousands of people get well and live cancer free with little or no

dependence on drugs, surgery and chemotherapy. 

The treatment of cancer in the U.S. is one of the most bald-faced cover-ups in
medical history. Enough is enough! You deserve to know the truth about the

criminality of oncologists and about the dangers of chemotherapy, conventional
cancer treatments and the cancer "business." Chemotherapy kills more than

cancer. Want proof? Did you know that 9 out of 10 oncologists would refuse
chemotherapy if they had cancer? That's up to 91% -- a huge percentage that

clearly shines a light on the truth: chemotherapy kills. Conventional oncologists
are not only allowing this to happen, but they're also bullying many patients

into chemotherapy and surgery right after their diagnoses. 

Why would that large percentage of oncologists - the ones telling so many
patients to get chemotherapy - refuse to do it themselves? Because they know

it's not just ineffective, but extremely toxic. Regardless, 75% of cancer patients
are directed to receive chemotherapy. 

Not shocked enough yet? A rigorous review of chemotherapy revealed that it
fails for 98% of people. And when chemotherapy was tested against no

treatment, no treatment proved the better option. What's more is only two to
four percent of cancers respond well to chemotherapy. 

In a German study of women over age 80 with breast cancer, those who
received no treatment lived 11 months longer on average than those who

received conventional cancer treatments. 

A 14-year study by two oncologists in Australia reported in the film "A



Shocking Look at Cancer Studies" that conventional treatment such as
chemotherapy for all of our major cancers is totally ineffective -- far below a

10% success rate. 

Chemotherapy is a barbaric and pointless procedure. It attacks and kills not just
cancer, but also all the living, healthy cells in the body and completely cripples

the body's immune system. While this extreme treatment has been called
effective against testicular cancers and lymphocytic leukemia, in many cases it's

hard to tell which the supposed "therapy" will kill first -- the cancer or the
patient. In fact, it wouldn't be a stretch to say most people, who die from cancer,

actually die from cancer TREATMENTS. 

Mammograms do more damage than good (and preventive mastectomies are
pointless)The $4 billion-a-year mammogram industry urges women to rely on
these x-ray tests to "protect" their health. However, what they don't tell you is

mammograms are a highly unnecessary and harmful treatment. In fact,
mammograms harm ten women for every one the procedure helps. 

A study by researchers from the Nordic Cochrane Center in Demark reviewed
both the benefits and negative effects of seven breast cancer screening programs
on 500,000 women. For every 2,000 women who received mammograms over a

10-year period, only one would have her life prolonged, but ten would be
harmed. This is because mammograms can actually INCREASE a woman's risk

of developing breast cancer by as much as 3% a year by irradiating the breast
cells and triggering breast cancer. 

Modern cancer treatments = the "Dark Ages" of medicineIn the documentary,
Cancer is Curable, available on NaturalNews

(http://premium.naturalnews.tv/CANCER_is_curable_NOW__NN.htm), one
alternative cancer treatment expert says someday people will look back and

wonder "what kind of Neanderthals we were" for practicing surgery, radiation
and chemotherapy (or cut, burn and poison). He also calls the conventional

approach to cancer treatment "medieval." 

Statistics show that there is no proof preventive mastectomy -- removal of the
whole breast -- extends the life of breast cancer patients, yet oncologists go
right on doing it on a regular basis. Preventative mastectomies are pointless

procedures, and many patients are led to believe they have cancer due to false



positive cancer screenings. This means they are pressured into having breasts
removed for no reason whatsoever. The women undergoing these treatments are

scarred for life. 

CT scans, or computed tomographies, are a common testing procedure for most
cancer types, but the irony is that this CT scan radiation is highly dangerous and
can lead to cancer itself. The radiation from a CT scan actually has been shown
to cause a substantial amount of cancer. A recent report published in the New
England Journal of Medicine suggests that the radiation from current CT-scan
use (estimated at more than 62 million CT scans per year in the US) may cause

as many as 1 in 50 future cases of cancer. This is nothing to be taken lightly.
Radiation from medical devices is a huge and under-estimated contribution to

the growing incidence of breast and other forms of cancer. 

According to an article in Time Health, other studies prove doctors are
performing too many unwarranted CT scans, exposing a countless amount of

patients to cancer-causing radiation. Many mammograms are also
miscalibrated, so they end up churning out far too much radiation to be safe. If a

woman begins getting routine mammograms at age 40, then by age 60 it is
almost certain she will have breast cancer. 

It's no wonder so many women end up with this form of cancer - they begin
getting frequent screenings starting in middle age at the urging of doctors
everywhere. The health and cancer industries know about the connection

between CT scan radiation and mammograms and cancer statistics, yet they
keep pushing patients to perform these "preventive" procedures. The outrageous

truth is frequent mammograms purposely bring repeat business to the corrupt
cancer industry by creating cancer tumors over time. 

Speaking of lies, virtually NONE of Komen's donation money goes toward
funding actual cancer research. Up to 95% of the donation money at Komen
goes to provide "free mammograms" to African American women and low

income women - after all, they wouldn't want them to be left out from all this
unnecessary radiation. Better ensure they get cancer, as well. Komen's money is

almost entirely contributed toward doing more mammograms and pumping
more radiation into women. There is actually a little-known test for breast

cancer that exists, and this method yields no false positive or negatives: a saliva
test. Researchers from the University of Texas Health Science Center in

Houston discovered that women with breast cancer carry different proteins than



women with no cancer; this can be tested by a saliva test so simple a dentist
could do it. 

Big Pharma lies to convince us that their so-called cancer "cures"
workOncologists and Big Pharma use clever tricks to promote their cancer

treatments such as using relative numbers to supposedly prove the effectiveness
of their cancer treatments. For example, if you or a loved one has breast cancer,
doctors will likely recommend the drug Tamoxifen. They'll tell you it reduces

the chances of breast cancer recurring by 49%, which sounds fairly impressive. 

However, based on absolute numbers, Tamoxifen reduces the risk of breast
cancer returning by 1.6% -- 30 times less than advertised. Relative numbers
instead of cold, hard statistics are often used by oncologists because relative
numbers can be manipulated in many ways. Any relative statistic that allows

the percentages to be spun in a false positive light could be used in these
situations. Perhaps you have heard through the major media that treating early
stage breast cancer creates a 91% cure rate over five years. This statement is

absolutely ridiculous -- you could get the same cure rate by doing nothing at all
(breast cancer is a very slow growing cancer). 

The Action of Cannabinoids in Cancer Cells Scientific Explanation How &
Why Cannabis Kills Cancer 

The point is: Don't be fooled by ambiguous "relative" numbers. Get the real
facts! 

Drug companies pay oncologists to promote (expensive) ineffective and toxic
cancer drugs. Most oncologists don't make their money by treating patients, but

by selling cancer drugs. In fact, according to the Journal of the American
Medical Association, as much as 75% of the average oncologist's earnings

come from selling chemotherapy drugs in his or her office -- and at a
substantially marked-up price. 

Pharmaceutical companies not only hire charismatic people to charm doctors,
exaggerate drug benefits and underplay side effects, but they also pay

oncologists kickbacks to push their drugs. For example, Astra Zeneca, Inc. had
to pay $280 million in civil penalties and $63 million in criminal penalties to

the federal government after it paid kickbacks to doctors for promoting its
prostate cancer drug. 

Many oncologists are criminals and bullies, not doctorsOncologists not only



bully patients into taking the destructive route of chemotherapy, toxic drugs and
surgery, but they also don't tell their patients the whole truth about the danger of

these treatments, other available options, cancer survival 

statistics, and much more. An innumerable number of cancer patients have
suffered needless at the hands of these so-called doctors, who are often really

corrupt and immoral human beings that could care less about the healing
process of their patients. Many of these shameless oncologists deserve to be

arrested and prosecuted immediately for the crimes they commit, yet they keep
on sending patients down the same treacherous and painful road that has
resulted in too many deaths to keep track of. More and more patients are

waking up to the truth about cancer treatment and educating themselves on the
power of whole food nutrition and supplements -- they are choosing doctors

that educate and heal them rather than bully them into surgery and
chemotherapy. The staggering documentary Cancer is Curable mentioned
earlier interviews doctors who tell you how patients are often pressured by

conventional oncologists; sometimes they're even hustled onto the operating
table the day after their diagnosis -- without having any of their other choices

explained to them. 

What's worse is that no matter how effective a treatment could be, conventional
patients are still being killed by the food they are fed in hospitals. All the

doctors in Cancer is Curable unanimously explain that sugar is the No. 1 killer
for every cancer patient -- and although every medical doctor should know that

fact, they still continue to give their patients tootsie rolls and candies in the
chemotherapy room. 

Many oncologists are also telling their cancer patients to stop taking antioxidant
supplements while they're undergoing treatment. Why? Because they're saying

there is a possibility that antioxidants could be lowering the effectiveness of
cancer treatments like radiation treatment and chemotherapy. 

In spite of what you might have been told or led to believe, chemo is hardly the
exact science that it pretends to be. And yet, on the mere hunch that

antioxidants could be protecting the cancer cells that chemotherapy seeks to
destroy, oncologists feel justified in telling their patients to forfeit antioxidant

supplements. 

There are a ridiculous number of false positives in cancer screeningsAmong
1,087 individuals participating in a cancer screening trial who received a battery
of tests for prostate, ovarian, colorectal and lung cancer, 43 % had at least one
false positive test result, according to a study published in an issue of Cancer



Epidemiology, Biomarkers & Prevention
(http://www.newmaterials.com/Customisation/News/Research_&_Developmen

t...). That's almost half of the patients who were tested! 

One of the obvious downfalls of this is the needlessly expensive medical care
costs associated with false positive cancer screenings. Considering the high cost

of testing and treatments, the economic consequences of false-positive
screening results are significant. Let's not neglect to mention the pointless

emotional and physical suffering inflicted upon thousands of patients who are
led to believe they have cancer. 

In the study mentioned above, men that specifically were given a false positive
result for either prostate, lung or colorectal cancer averaged almost $2,000 in

additional medical care expenditures compared to men with all negative
screens. More than half -- or 51% -- of the men in the study had at least one

false positive test. 

The lesson to take home from all this .These cancer cover-ups and myths are
just a few basic examples of how corrupt and dishonest the cancer industry

really is. This especially pertains to the oncologists, who are treating patients
regardless of knowing the disturbing truth about the procedures, testing and

treatment processes they so frequently push upon their patients.

While not all oncologists should be placed into the same category, a large
majority of these criminal "doctors" should be held accountable and properly

punished for the needless struggle they are inflicting upon thousands of cancer
sufferers. If you know anyone who is being pushed into chemotherapy and

other deadly and unnecessary "treatments," share the truth with them today and
you could save a life.Fortunately, more and more people are waking up to these
cancer lies and are looking into safer and more effective alternative treatment

protocols and therapies.

Must be remembered that this is the time of depopulation. If we do not take
matters into our own hands and if we do not stop to listen to the law and

procedures in place common sense , it's time to walk away...

See methods for cancer that do not bring any side effects and lead you to fully
health:

Vaccination

Testimony in the case fraud and crimes pharmaceutical companies.
Hearing in 3 parts. Link to video

Or

www.life-line.academy

http://life-line.academy/vaccination.html
http://life-line.academy/fullpost.html
http://life-line.academy/cancerblog.html
http://life-line.academy/cancerblog.html


Body detoxicate and a list of poisons
Detoxification of the body is the basis for a return to health and Start plan the 
academy of longevity. Here you will learn what poisons are waiting for you in 
shops and pharmacies and what to do if you have taken them a long time. 

The biggest poison you already have in your home. Check where they are.

END

A few words at the end.

This book is a prelude to opening a new branch in the history of mankind.

The New World Order will be what you want it to be. You just have to make a 
choice. To make a correct choice, it is necessary to know the truth.

To popularize this knowledge among all, will accelerate the solution of all 
artificial problems that have been created, just because the truth was hidden.

Sisyphean work does not make you a free.

Work makes you free - that it was written on the camps. 

The work makes a slave.

We have so developed technologies that can limit the work of people only to 
creative things. When we stop fight with each other, we have a chance to 
survive in really convenient and pleasant for each of us world. 

Then everyone will have fun. We will not destroy our planet and we begin 
develop as a true civilization. Life as in animated movie: the Jetsons or death as
in Armageddon. For me the choice is simple.

If today you helping introduce GM, whether you are selling a vaccine,then 
certainly you willl born in more destroyed World with all problems which you 
helped create. Because everything what you do, you do for yourself. The Bible 
and physics explains everything. The Bible, It was a message in a form on the 
level of knowledge of those years. This is a very important source of knowledge
about the world and yet not all the mysteries of the World have been solved. 

Before, people worked to live. Now people live for work. It is not how it 
suppose to be. If you want to return to normality, survive the Armageddon and 
start  real life - promote this knowledge. Only the truth can make us free.

The author of this book is also the author of the page:

http://academyoflongevity.meximas.com/

It is a one man social project where you can find verry important information 
which you don't find anywhere, so must be a few projects such as this ... These 
however require time, and this we constantly recalculate on money... 

http://academyoflongevity.meximas.com/
http://life-line.academy/detox.html
http://life-line.academy/fullpost.html


 You can support the life line directly on the page. 

Www.life-line.academy

or

www.academyoflongevity.meximas.com

Thanks for attention. 

Good luck.

http://Www.life-line.academy/
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in operations on a big scale made over the whole Earth and from Earth, it will 
look as if the sun will be divided, and it will be 2 or more suns.  It will add a 
little time but to get merged both must get close in frequency. Moon have to go 
up with own frequency and second sun have to go down.  The combination of 
sun and moon will allow for projections from the mind on a single source. Real 
magic on all earth or other planet. 



Tool to stacking part of the pyramid

We can also manipulate the object by eyes. When your energy is in the object 
you can more easily influence on the object by eyes.  Also 666 = 111 = 3 times 
alpha wave, which can drive matter. That you can control matter by mind. 
Tools can be use in other way. On 111 or RGB – depends on the solutions and 
applications. As we see here, there were no slaves which has to work  hard for 
years to build the pyramid.  So long time ago it was no slavery but now we have
cranes, ropes and all thers strange solutions and changes in work for  12 hours.  
Now we have a problem .  If we introduce normal solution how you will find 
place of worl that to every one could pay taxes...?  And other things..  Solution 



also is simple on that .  Real New World Order.  With Normal Rules and 
Quality of Life.  

On higher level is no needen any tool … But somehow we have to start.    We 
can imagine somethings into real. Rules you can understand after reading 
whoole this book.  We can clone object and others things from mind by 
projecting by eyes or from the sun as Jesus did with bread  and others things...  
In that way everyone can have what he want... This is god direction. We also 
will be can fly without any devices but they in right form can be created..  Best 
will be pocket size matter projector  which can be create for you any device 
what you need . Even flying vechicle in any shape and size. After travel just 
press function off  and you have phone and laptop or somethings...And 
teleportation.  But in Great World is no rush to work  and all these probems so 
for what that all things to keep slavery. Only this what is really needed and in 
best form which is possible. Not in the cheapest as is now.

Now Earth is as big trash … 

Cold fusion and bulb that shines forever. 

One bulb without a filament may shine thousands of years. This solution 
probably will not be good for the economy but it will be good for us.

Empty glas and verry small amount of energy and works... 

These tensions which we use today in the electricity, are not needed. This value 
is needed for transmission. Each house or device itself can take energy from the
environment or produce for themselves.

What then with that all "great owners " of the energy market ?

The economy must fall down or will collapse the entire planet.

Most of the data has been collected but it is not used for the good of all. 

It seems to me that they have more technology than they say. After so many 
years of research should be all long ago discovered but governments lead 
disputes and war, and their own interests. The whole system is illegal scam. We
need to change everything and that is why we need a New World Order. 

Examples of good technology, we can already find in the ancient times.  Long  
time ago everything was done so that to do in best form and it worked as long 
as possible. Now it must be cheap and shitty to keep productions. Politicians 
screaming. Let us create jobs . We need place of jobs for peoples to make them 
happy.  

 And all peoples, whole life doing the same Sisyphean work that lead to 
nowhere. Work makes you free but none of them feel free. Does it make sense?





Under the current conditions on Earth we have more work on the design. If it 
was gold and both current and voltage direction it will be from + to - all this 
would work without problems. Copper and an excess of negative potential on 
the Earth which causes the change direction of current ( - to +) causes 
additional problems. However, everything can run but the design must be 
accurate to set the correct magnetic fields in the coils. 

Communication antenna and power generator

This simple design can  be used to communicate but also to produce energy.

If we launch this construction with energy with some frequency , such energy 



will start to be accumulated inside. This energy can be used in a similar way to 

communicate how the energy in the Ark of the Covenant, or you can do with 
the device. To use in full range this coil as a comunication antenna it must be 
made from gold, but copper will be works in communication between devices 
but in lower range of frequency energy and  also to production of energy. Gold 
is the best because it absorbs a full range of frequency from the sun so can such 
a range to send. Frequency response of a given material can  be recognize by 
the color. Principle of operation shown in the figure below. 

 The genesis of homosexuality 



Causes and consequences

In modern times, homosexuality is promoted as a normal situation and curent 
governments and others institutions don't doing anything to explain the causes 
and consequences of such a situation. This is a serious problem for all of us, 
because the consequences affect us all and also all  problems as well as interests
on this planet are common. That one common source. The problem is serious 
because it leads to genetic changes, which in the next life is the cause of 
distortion genitals and other changes. In women it is a larger representation of 
the clitoris and  protruding excessively nipples. At case of men are a distortion 
of the penis. 

Genetic changes already taking place in the present life of a person. This leads 
to genetic changes of their children and themselves in the next life. Remember 
the reincarnation is a fact, so soon it could be you. This phenomenon is very 
large in countries where the promotion of homosexuality is the greatest as UK 
and USA. Genetic changes cause problems in contacts with others  what is 
reason of mental and hormonal disorders. This causes the spread of and 
deepening problem. Women are becoming more mens and men's feminine, by 
what women have less and less sexual attraction to men by what men's have 
problems in contacts with them. It works in both directions. Lesbians feminists 
and avowed gays do not like contact with the opposite sex. The same electric 
charge and potential difference evokes the tension between them which is 
caused by problems with the contacts in the past or current life and genetic 
changes comes from the parents and previous life as also  same destabilization 
of cargoes on Earth and an excess of a lower potential is causes changes in 
hormone levels . Everything is correlated with each other and influence on each
other. As other causes can mention here: Plastic packaging for food, hormones 
and other poisons in the water from the tap, H.A.R.P, Moon wave, propaganda 
on television, teaching about same-sex relations in schools, and a lack of 
education about the causes and consequences. When you fall also is change the 
polarity which is the cause of homosexuality among the fallen angels. They 
probably are the first cause of this phenomenon Contacts with the same sex 

were  also used by them for scooping power. That's what we focus on at certain 
activities directs energy in place from which the signal comes out. So 
theoretically they acquire a little more power of telepathic reception but mostly 



low frequencies, more about this below. This phenomenon has been described 
in the books created by different people in many secret societies and satanic 
sect. Often we hear about such situations in the vatican and other institutions 
many churches together with governments institutions. These people use 
children for sex to gain power. In these institutions and rituals they are used  
children because they have more clean energy, and during such contact they can
get it more than in the case of an adult individual. Adults usually do not have 
already this energy because they are poisoned by vaccines and toxins from the 
environment and same the course of life in this reality that significantly differs 
from the conditions that enable the development and survival. Stress kills and 
unhappy people are dying. Excessive intake of power leads to distortions of the 
emotion by reducing the frequency of each photon. 

It is also the cause of many diseases including AIDS and changes in the body in
the present and future life and a great deformation at the fall. 

To  well understand phenomenon of scooping power and why this cause 
deformation of the body, it is best to explain this on the example of a single 
photon.

The correct development of the energy is always by increasing the external 
layer of each photon, that mean frequency. This is achieved through work and 
fun. Experiences and emotions  formed frequency of photons, therefore life has 
to be interesting and happy, to take the greatest frequency range as possible 
then the photons  which building our cells and everything else in the body are 
strong and resistant to damage and by the develop or fall where is the change of
polarity called pole shift (the value of v of each photon will be on the outside 
and the value of A in the middle), there is no deformation and we gain energy.



In example of photon No. 2 in the event of the fall, it will be deformed to some 
other forms of life. So arise alien race. Re-projection of the state of mind.

In example of photon No. 3 in the event of the fall, it will be very deformed to 
forms of life which will not be able to survive and develop or even  dead matter
as stone or other minerals. Energy creates matter. If the photons which are 
building the immune system are in the condition No. 3, there is a lack of the 
immune system called Aids and Hiv. Of course, no therapies offered by the 
system can not help and only will kill the patient  from reason of the lack of 
resistance to penetration to the inside of bad signal. Not was reported yet any 
successes of these therapy, and all patients died. The same situation is with 
many other problems solved by medicine. Cancer and chronic diseases,flu, 
heartburn and many other possible to solve problems with medical treatment 
are becoming deadly. (for example: the scientists say they have discovered 
cancer gene and that they want to manipulate him. That's nonsense. Even if they
found this piece of code who starts the process they did not understand the 
meaning of this. You can not modify DNA. Removal of this code will result in 
rapid and violent mutations in the patient's tissues with every bad thought.)

It is not possible to eliminate the effect if you do not know the reason and 
experiments done on trays in the lab will not apply in the human body.

If someone has a problem with HIV and AIDS the easiest therapy is:

 Detoxification of the body by use natural methods, collect minerals and 
vitamins and set proper diet. In the case of a gay man with AIDS, He has to find
a lesbian with AIDS, and together with her live and to cultivate a lot of sex in 
the case of Lesbians, vice versa. Is the best natural way and not-threatening 
anyone. Two people with AIDS will equalize cargo faster and they will not 
harm healthy people. There are many more possibilities. it's just an example 
how to do it most easily. The human body has the ability to regenerate from 
almost every state and if we give him what he needs, all micro changes in ours 
body can go back or to be minimalized. Same tests are not accurate and shows 
the many different erroneous reaction.

Aids does not exist. That theory was founded to explain the mass murder in 
Africa. Arises however the lack of resistance and this is the reason. The lack of 
such resistance is not always tied to the sexual contact with the same sex.

Infecting a healthy person, is followed when is replaced a modified and already 

weaker energy between people.  Photon with higher power will actually attract 
more signals but from the lower frequencies. So the more energy in this way is 
taken, the lower the frequency range will be received. In the vatican and other 
sects they want in this way to receive more signals by telepathy, but this with 
what they are connected in this way, that are  themselves from lewel below.  In 



the Bible, it was a description of the device which will allow them to increase 
receiving signals, (Ark of covenant)  but they chose the forced contact with 
minors who did not want this and were not prepared for such contacts. Contacts
for money or under duress have different serious consequences. When is 
produced fear or other bad feelings during forced sexual relations, a person who
doing this will get this wrong energy and that will make him more angry and 
damages the recording body. Trap, which will escort you down, and  if you 
dont find a reason you will fall.  Another very serious threat to all of us is to 
promote and acceptance of homosexual relationships, and also give such 
couples the right to child.

These children will be also deviate from the ideal of family and proper 
development and most of them will be have a mental problem's and destabilized
hormonesin from reason the lack of contact with two different potentials. 
Woman and Man. With Mother and Father, what is the correct model of the 
family, and only this model can give the correct development. Another very 
serious threat to all of us is to promote and acceptance of homosexual 
relationships, and also give such couples the right to child. This also differ from
the ideal model of family which can give a proper development.  Most of them 
will be have a mental problem's and destabilized hormones from reason the lack
of contact with two different potentials. Woman and Man. With Mother and 
Father, what is the correct model of the family, and only this model can give the
correct development. 

But there is something worse than that. It is a production of children in 
laboratories to order, not only for gay couples.

By fertilization by invito are bypassed all electrical signals and hormones that 
produces of couples during sexual intercourse. Sam mood of the moment when 
it comes to fertilization have impact on child development. The people 
conceived in laboratories, they will be have serious problems with emotions and
understanding. They will be rather a cold illogical thinking beings. World led 
by such persons will not be able to exist in the correct form, if at all. Sometimes
it seems to me that all those scientists from television are product from  test-
tube. Some kind of reconstruction after the fall of civilization of the fallen 
angels. Promotion of homosexuality continues because the fallen angels have 
reversed polarities, and they need of gays and lesbians to be able to exchange 
energy without hormonal changes or recieving wrong electrical signals. 

Therefore they helping promote it among other. All this leads to the next big 
bang theory which was not a process of creation but destruction. The collapse 
of the previous world. Homosexuality is a procedure used to sex change and  
operation. Once there were no operations and starting a sequence of points on 



body by giving  right signals, will starts metabolism of the body to another 
sex .. So born tranny. Problems result from this with no one ever explained to 
the public what it is, and they promoting this as a lifestyle. Most work can be 
found in the old secret books as satanic but not only. They do not know how to 
use this and they are doing mistakes. Proper transformation will be only when 
the source ( earth or other planet version or same person )  is in development, 
When falls will occurs deformation due to the current direction And wrong 
signals recieved from wrong peoples and not only peoples. All hormonal 
changes and solutions promoted by the system and the current state of 
organisms shows that it is not  good, until someone does not explain the rules 
and when that can be used.

The cause of plagues, mass deaths and disappearances of people.

Cause of mass plagues and diseases is a massive extinction in the wars on other 
fractals. Future created by humans which is a reality for other frequencies. 
When these other fractals too seriously fight and die there with the thought that 
the fight for life that is able to disappear in another version. It can also die or 
get heavy diseases. That you can also recognize which countries will be fight in
the future. There are many signs which show the course of events and the event 
itself can watch in the movies. It Loop events. Projection of the sun on many 
levels. Sort, which continues. The lowest frequency compose matter. Moons 
and other boulders in space. People can travel between the levels by increasing 
the frequency - positive thinking and forget about problems. So arise, also 
disease in our bodies. Stones and cancer, and many others. the system helps by 
the governmental experiments and poisons from corporations. Tat is also 
projection from the same or other fractal. 

If you don't like current version just don't listen and join to other or create own. 
Current system lead source to collapse and they don't have other ideas so you 
can't count on them.  In this version, they have for you very expensive and not 
need fuel, and a lot of other unnecessary things. How would you continue void 
happy,they have a vaccine and psychotropy, more fluorine and foolish 
programs on TV. Vatican will be telling you crap and collected on trays for 
another hiding place for rituals. They will be read you text in that way, you 
would not understand.





Not everyone can travel between worlds. Most energy spends his whole life in 
one version though it is in all at once. Quantum physics mentioned something 
about being in many states simultaneously. It's like the photon which is in all 
states at the same time and at the same time can be many kinds of matter at 
many frequencies. You can change the frequency in order to switch to a 
different version of the world and be a better version of yourself or change the 
person. After reaching a certain level, you can everything. All this is just 
projection and is product of imagination. But it still Life Only that much more 
interesting.





If we do well this device we will solve all problems. Reconstruction of tissues, 
production of objects and dematerialization. All this can be done or we can do 
another war and rebuilt stone by stone from the beginning as a lower race ;) 
Your choice.  Matrix will give the possibility to create the worlds only to war, 
where everyone will be able to go there without enable real devastation and loss
of energy on other fractals and versions, if it is in others.  Something like a 
game. You  choose world / the game / story and teleport in there, or you can 
create own. Currently, not everyone can create new worlds. The creation of the 
new version appears as a new star in the sky. Those which it can, they have  a 
sign who says this. Frequently several small barely visible symbols on the wrist.

So if you can not create your own version, and your current falls apart, 
remember to get a well-connection with good version for you. 

Versions will cease to fall when disappear different interests. Fighting for the 
so-called technological advantage and pseudo authorities slows down 
development. Best patents disappear and creators never earned on  his idea. The
promotion of slavery continues in the name of different interests and lust to 
power. hmm but why many very rich peoples killing for gold if they can print 
as many they need and solve other problems...? i'm not sure... 

Spring solstice for the entire solar system

Looking at the circular disc with signs zodiacs, the beginning of a new era 
is at 1 o'clock and 6 o'clock.  At 1 o'clock It is the beginning of the fall and 
6 o'clock is beginning of development by the direction of rotation which is 
in the picture below. Everything is relative and some sources may have the 
opposite direction or stand in place. Diagram below is to help understand 
the rules in order to exploit them consciously to all what can be used. Good
familiarity with the real science will eliminate a lot of problems. Do you 
want to enlarge breasts or change sex or to practice new skills? You do not 
need doctors. Enough get acquainted with the knowledge and use it in the 



correct way to get each effect quickly and without side effects, plastic parts 
and other wrong solutions. This simplified figure is to explain rule's, but to 
each source, planet or solar system, must be done a separate position 
detection. Everything is relative. Point X here near 21.06.2016. Tuesday

Knowledge about the use of sex contacts to change the gender and appearance 
is complicated.  I do not know all details but the basics can be briefly described 
as: On the right site of out universe  for example  a woman is a - and  man +. 
On the left side will be the opposite. The woman who lives with man from the 
second site, that is, with the same cargo. - - It will gain weight. If it will be a 
man, then he will gain weight. It is also the exchange of signals, so the source 
will become similar. During intercourse is produced energy, which takes the 
source with a lower potential.  People who are from the other side may also 
have reversed polarity in hormone. So it may appear the problem of 
homosexuality. However, this can be used to correct the sources on a similar 
level of development. To change the gender, appearance or compensate for 



missing potential. To use this correctly, you need to gather all the knowledge 
and do additional testing. Such was born a tranny. This is the case where in a 
previous life person was homosexual, but without activation a Man G point. So,
for example, a gay couple. Passive will born as a woman, and the 
transformation will be complete, and the second can be reborn as tranne if he 
don't use anal sex with the man. At the time of the fall  the changes occur 
slowly but it is possible to achieve the effect in one lifetime. During the climb 
someone can do this much faster or change the site on that second.  This topic is
too complicated for this short book but it can be used instead of plastic surgery 
and artificial parts of the body. And if we learn how and when that can be used 
we can  avoid the bad effects. As also we can create better technology with this 
all informations. 

To describe the full knowledge about this subject i urge others. I just want 
remind direction. Each of us is here for your other half, and together as a 
couples : a man and woman they can make changes on own body. In the climb 
direction it will be sent a signal because current and voltage are moving in the 
same direction, and in the direction of descent will exchange signals. 
Stimulating the appropriate points on the body in the right way with the other 
person can make changes. Changes may occur very quickly or very slowly. 
Everything is relative, and this knowledge is correlated with the position and 
motion of the planets but also with the control flow of energy in the body.

While the relationship's the source with bigger potential difference may reach 
tissue changes as the pictures above. All this depends on many things. The 
potential difference and the frequency and who on what is focus on during the 
contact. This knowledge is important in order to avoid problems that I 
mentioned earlier. Circumcision or plastic surgery treatments are not here  the 
solution. All changes can be in the same way reversed. That is only a sign some
error.  Using sexual relations in order to collect power always ends badly. It is 
best to find own second half then the potential difference is insignificant and 
contacts are safest. Together with own second half as a full cargo you can also 
project matter and reality from eye and brain, but you have to remember basis 
rules. Designing of the matter from the eyes in the direction of the fall can 
damage the eyes. A few sentences about this more in my material on youtube 
but mostly in my language:  Poland : https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BOVX7JNrXbA&index=37&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4S
ou  

Is worth to listen if someone knows this launguage. 

Is many interesting informations, for example part from the link tells how to 
perform space travel without any vehicles by use mind. This is the basis for 
creating worlds and travel between them. That we can also shift back 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOVX7JNrXbA&index=37&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOVX7JNrXbA&index=37&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOVX7JNrXbA&index=37&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou


unsuccessful versions, change body which you can alone create, etc. 

The biggest deformations affecting countries conducted fallen spices, . We are 
talking about England. English government is collapsed race, which focuses on 
himself. All current governments are blind and the level in which they carry out
policy is below standards. They all lead you to death by slavery life. Financial 
system helps them lead to the exploitation of people. groups which are too long 
divorced from reality are committing serious errors. There are even cases of 
abduction and sexual exploitation.

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdwUpeAL4NM Police in all this nothing 
can do. They must follow money. That really they must set the common sense 
in the first place. They also are blind because they fall down along with them. 
People  and Police as well as other larger units, instead of law must use your 
common sense. Currently, is idea to change  common sense because the law 
says otherwise. Police at a very low level is reborn as dogs. But  not all police. 
Just that blind part in “rat race” and imagination of power. All is state of mind. 
Darwin devolution theory. Propaganda on TV you can treat as a proposition. 
Option which is a record from the past, what can become  of your future but 
don't have to. You have to choice best what was in the past, add the best from 
future and create the new version.

More information about this can be found on my youtube channel but in Polish.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW6Y-
hxVqEc&index=38&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou

Solutions for these and other problems you will find in my materials. 

Bad sexual positions, or with the wrong partner or at the wrong time and 
attitude also can lead to changes. When someone focuses on collecting power 
during sexual intercourse this power is taken which causes distortion energy 
system.  At the beginning, these changes are only on energy system but these 
system is built body, so then there are problems with the structure of the body 
which you can easy check on many pictures on adult sex pictures.

the effect works in both ways. So other positions or with another partner, or 
with a different focus on the sending of energy can reverse the effects. 

Contact with fallen angels who take the energies in this way, lead to serious 
changes as crooked penis or stretched clitoris. Sick example kind by solution, is
circumcision. The problem of impotence is also caused by concealing important
information. If a woman and man are with the same, cargo for example - and -  
or is the potential difference then can occur  changes in the energy system, on 
which is builds the tissue, then is no energy system which can control energy 
flow and blood. Some peoples are here from the second site and they have 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW6Y-hxVqEc&index=38&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nW6Y-hxVqEc&index=38&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdwUpeAL4NM


reversed polarities, that is why some people might be homosexual among those 
from the second site. Old government don't want to solve any problem but hide 
effect and keep going in these way. Solutions which they offer will provide you
these problems to the rest of your life and life of course also will be the shorter. 
New customer of  Hospitals and lethal therapies, plastic surgery, vaccines.and 
other wrong solutions.  

Now is the time when you can make a serious change in our world and our 
bodies. When we start to rise, you will be able more easily disconnect from the 
old version that will be faster fall.  Now is a good time to choose a future and 
think about who will offer the best versions of the future.

The current policy of governments is based on stupidity and exploitation. 
Government tells: pay taxes. They try to convince you with taxes and death are 
certain. You must pay taxes. Government is not from making money on 
citizens. The government works for the people and the common good and not 
for himself. The government robs people of money because they have long are 
on a different level. Publicly they occur actors. Real government is in a 
different, lower version of reality. That's why so few shows up in public.

Most people can not meet them personally. Therefore they use intermediaries to
collect money. Police and other institutions. These also fall out with them. The 
police are rebirth as dogs. Everything here is a state of mind.  Only those who 
remained at free choice and work for the human are reborn as a human.

Most often at the fall, only portion of your energy comes down and creates a 
lower form of life and you are still in human form, All depends from way and 
enegy level. Another version of you can not remember the events of the final 
events of the previous version. 

They use poisons as fluor and others methots as training and all manipulation 
on television.  They want to keep peoples  at low frequencies in constant fear,  
then they may influence on you, when you will be at the same level  as they, 
that you are in one version with them.  That's why they use television for 
propaganda. Not all events which were shown on TV happening to all people in
the same place.

Matrix. The Earth is shared projection of all levels of our solar system and not 
only .   If you stop supporting them, you will disconnect from them, and they 
are not be part of your world. Then you will begin to develop. Then it will force
them to develop or they will stay alone in empty destroyed world to time when 
they die and will create lower spiecies as animals. Mainly rats and snakes  and 
other creatures from this version. So if you turn away from them it will help 
them survive. Real government prints money as much as is needed and properly



disposes of them. Money is just a tool to create life. Now so scrupulously 
counted becomes a sense of life and tool of enslavement. The task of 
government is to gather knowledge and use it for the common good. 

A good example of solution on money problem is here the USA and central 
bank. Bank reserves who prints as much as they need, and that is best solution 
but it is indispensable for the entire planet. Not only for USA, army and secret 
organizations and supported corporations.

They do not have the intention to pay back the debt. And that best way. Even i 
don't know why some countries pretend that they are able to pay off something.

If they have brain then they can do own country bank and print money as many 
is needed and when will be a loot, cancel a debt. If the country is in a union that
can give money to citizens on the cards and at beginning only  on fee in 
national companies.  Is really many ways to introduce normal solution even as a
single country who want do first step. This eliminates most of the problems and
criminality. For that was created hidden govermant, but they can't receive 
correct meaning what is Union. The Union was established not just to be able to
exchange goods and lest corporations could steal from other countries money 
with no taxes and a typical inhabitant lives at the lowest level with stupid job in 
dump  and a poisoned world. In such a system, people produce garbage that 
must be quick broken to keep productions. In normal world It is not possible to 
create so many jobs to make everyone busy all the time. They want to make you
busy because then you do not have time to check what's going on. And then 
they can make you slave.  They want to convince you, that some form of 
development, but is a form of collapse. Heavy Sisyphean work, will only bring 
hump and we easy can see result in our world. 

War and disease and the mass ineffective and cumbersome experiments on 
entire populations, in secret.  That wrong way. Jesus said what to do and Bible 
had many important information to proper develop. Free energy, antigravity, 
world construction, how to control energy and create a happy life. 

That was base knowledge to proper develop described on level what was then.  
With free energy we can start life on not destroyed world. We can create from 
mind all what we need. As he did with fish  and bred. Because eye is projector. 
We can make normal technology. 

We can live forever or create matter. All is free choice. 

I proposes choose me. Yahweh, Jesus, and many other characters as Tesla and 
few others what I member and many which I don't as Big BLUE guy.  Matrix is
a projection and anyone here have min 2 own versions. Time is an illusion to 
describe the changes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4bomcje49g   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B4bomcje49g


We are here to produce energy what mean to create life. In the highest point, 
energy at the biggest development is given on the higher fractal. There is reborn
as a higher being in the bigger world where the current world is only a part of 
you. Lower potential falls and makes another circle where we have to produce  
another portions of energy. From that lower potential are also created animals.  
Higher energy going back to the sun in our solar system and then is reborn on 
higher level. Sun ill be black and will be black “hole” .The people there are 
bigger and have more energy, therefore on the old artifacts they are so huge 
figures.

In the fall direction, we lose memory. It is used to manipulate and therefore 
there is a problem with the history. Hi Story ;) There were many versions of 
events.  Loop events is to show errors.  We can see the course of some versions 
in the films. These videos are the future for a certain timeline. Each story is 
true. And all the destruction are real and have reflected on other worlds. 

Films such as : Terminator ,12 moneys, X- man Apocalypse, guardians of 
galaxy and many more are to show results much before that will happen for 
main version of Earth. 

It's something like a prophecy. But not in order to frighten and say that this is 
the end. But just to show errors and do not commit them, or even quite change 
direction.  Human can create these story in mind. We can create many words 
and stories. They are as a future or as past . All depends from position in space, 
but they all can become reality. Some films really were filmed in a typical way, 
but some are already new technology. Recording from another produced 
version of the world. Matrix which at that other level also can be created as a 
movie but can be real for you because they all are a projection. Characters on 
other frequencies are now known as ghosts. But for some of them you are 
ghosts :)  

Time is only illusion and is different for each version and much different on 
others density. You can even create somethings in past in order to use later 
which will be your current time. But they all want to live with own live … That 
nothing bad but we need to start cooperate. Union is to connect all our solar 
system and higher to keep production energy and keep live . In  this version 
nobody want to live 1000 years.. and more... so we need change.. Member. 
Peoples have the power. All is a free choice . You need choice corectly where 
you want to be and who will be your leader. Who do you want to have in the 
government. It is best to combine only the best solutions and start solve the 
problems and remind old and new solutions to do real development . When 
people will disconnect from the wrong version, this  lower potential will have to
grow and attach.  And then we will be can meet all in one place and everyone 
will be see everyone.  Peoples recorded  many unexplained phenomena, 



teleportation and ghost. They all exist.  Are you sure that you are in main 
version. Main version is in Sun.  We can say: if you are not on the sun that 
mean you are death. On develop way.  Sun can  drop all planets if they will not 
rise in frequency. Or will produce many stones and moons then they can be 
droped. Races which live there  did mistake and want repeat errors again. 

 All planets in our solar system are only projection from central sun. 

Energy dropped down to a higher fractal is reborn there as lower forms of life. 
Animals, amphibians and reptiles and bugs, so now is worth to keep develop. 
These so-called meteorites on the sky what we see in last time often are 
precisely the energy from the higher or lower fractal or collapsed version. 
Survivors or fallen. They reborn here as new forms of life, or are formed other 
forms as also they can join to form which exist on Earth. As I said. The Earth is 
shared projection, where we need to learn to cooperate to survive and produce 
energy. Every thought and every story is true. And can become true for a 
certain timeline. Therefore, we must also have clean thoughts. Thought is 
energy and everything is from her because it is energy creates matter.  That's 
what you focus on, you attract or you will create.  Placebo and nocebo that 
same effect but in micro scale.

Therefore collective prayer or meditation with some good intention have greater
power. By changing the state of consciousness you can travel on another planet.
Man flies by mind, not by plane. Butterfly effect film shows the true stories and
possibilities. As well as a new version of the movie 12 Monkeys That One 
person army12.01 same as john 12,  X- man, Matrix and much more history, 
even in this version of reality which in another can be considered as a story S-F.

Therefore, we can create new worlds and then new stars appear in the sky. 

When you create own version you will be know this and you will be have sign 
which tell this . To time when you can't create own version is best to join to 
version where you will be have real free choice. It will not do alone. You can 
help by Promote the knowledge and raise  own awareness. Support only good 
initiative and detaches completely from the wrong version. No vaccines , no 
taxes, no poison in food and water to keep you dump and align the life 
expectancy to the clones, no invitro and fake problems to introduce fake 
solutions to wrong process of reprojectrion on Earth of the fallen races. 

Free energy exists and we do not need to pay and do any mining or consume 
fuel. It destroys the world and make a slavery from the peoples for a few others 
people what they have profit.

The story is complicated because the projection is  a result of  all the signals 
and strongest record is saved.   That why we need real NWO. 

Real NWO was supposed to give a one world government and money to solve 



all these problems.

But to understand the true meaning of the essence of this case, you need to 
understand the rules of the game.  This is a game and we are all actors. 

hidden government is doing important work. They had to prepare the ground 
for a new world order. Taking over companies and markets. Anything to make 
it easier later. There is no right of ownership because everything is shared.

But the work goes slowly and they Began to count money. Cheap products and 
lust for power destroys people. They could not understand the whole message. 
At the conclave they used a concave mirror instead of the ark.  Their level does 
not allow me to understand.  There were a lot of interaction of other races 
therefore  arose many errors. Everything is complicated by the manipulations. 
Each has a greater or lesser connection with God because he is a part of it. If 
you do not want to listen to me just start listening yourself. But first you need to
wake up. 

You can watch the future by watch the spots on the Sun.

When some version will create a black spot on the sun ( lack energy )  and  
when the Earth will turn towards the sun and this black spot, then will be sent 
negative energy, from that place on the fallen land  which pushes them down.

Areas where there is less energy at the lower frequencies, fall down.  The 
happening from armageddon. This is reason why big ground will collapse. 
antimatter.. negative energy.  Big black spot is alredy done but can gone . The 



enemy is a sign that something goes wrong. example war Islam usa. This is one 
nation. We are all part of many nations. In the past and the future.

Below is a link to a case which shows that they are fighting with each other.

Hear the case of the bombing of Hamburg but is many more. 

That only example that is real . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzqtnZCjTc4

and about dna test : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyaEQEmt5ls

The enemy is not your enemy. He comes to announce the problem.

If you don't solve the problem it will come stronger “enemy”.

Example in movies are: X men apocalypse was attacked by characters which 
have to support him. He is not dead but only changed form. Therefore, in the 
next part, which is the past, Yahwe had to taken them power.  And he will 
back .  In the last part x-man global event, which was happening, they are 
coming back to human form without power. This will help them understand 

and do not disturb the work  of Apocalypse.  They can not fight with him 
because he has come to solve their problem.  Same as here on Earth each war 
and “ enemy” which is you in the past or in the future .  We can solve all the 
problems here, at the lowest level or repeat stories. Free but important choice.

Illuminati and Freemasonry

The truth is more complicated than most can imagine. Messages from the Bible 
were not understood and the world went in the wrong direction. To understand 
the world you need a little more imagination than on average possess people, so
was created a group of those who discovered these secrets and achieve more 
and greater knowledge from others. Those who could understand, but they were
not understood by the rest. Rejection, violent reactions and ridicule others 
forced the creation of a secret. Developing knowledge has led to the creation of 
a very dangerous technology and even more secrets. There appears lust for 
power. However, the idea is beautiful and necessary and is just the translation 
of messages from the bible to create a system that will work in the whole world 
and over. 

NWO is indispensable and the main assumptions anyone will really like. The 
problem appeared in the implementation plan and preparation of this 
introduction.  They have bank who prints as much money as you need because 
it's the only right way. Money is a tool for life and not its purpose. And 
unfortunately, in this system, for most it is a goal. Just because then they can 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyaEQEmt5ls
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzqtnZCjTc4


relax and have time for life. They think that on beginning. All the way to the 
"top", for that money to be  able to life in this world and change something it is 
heavy and on end, most already forgotten what was the main goal at the 
beginning. Objectives are changing, conditions are changing so and way of 
thinking is changing.

History is long and complicated but briefly i can explains the basic 
assumptions: Taking over the markets  and companies was to prepare for the 
change in policy on privacy on such where everything is common and we all 
work for themselves. All for all and so for themselves.  That possible but only 
in New World Order with a conscious government, which will manage the all 
because all what is happens on this planet and not only is our common interest. 
So the intention of buying most of companies, it is not bad because then is 
easier to take control without any wrong reactions. 

Unfortunately, because of counting the money quality products deteriorated 
significantly.  Of course there is also a lot of other Reasons of using many other
Substations. All this is wrong way, led by alien race and the individual groups 
that have created but mostly it comes to money to produce faster and cheaper.

Here waste salt, because is cheaper than real, there other poisons to the 
durability of products was greater from reason wrong transport solutions and 
box shape to keep them. Of course  by the way is many other results connected 
with energy what create current substance. Heavy metals have a lower 
frequency, then we become more angry. Same when we eat meat and all what 
they eat before we eat them is important as also them life but people should not 
eat meat. That long story so here i tell quick without concentration on results  
but on the reason. The enemy is a sign of the problem and the fight is a sign of 
the wrong solution. Everyone here create a cohesive whole.  All planets in out 
solar system are projection of one source. The central sun.  Earth is a common 
projectrion to learn cooperate and live together in such great amount and keep 
constant developing.

All planets in our solar system that some kind of sort of energy in progress and 
her level . We can fell and we can rise, then we are reborn or moved on other 
planets depends from the setting of the solar system and our level. 

And with this level is a problem. People fight because they hate something, 
because they do not understand. They fight for the money and from the reason 
lust to  power. They have to fight because that second site or them self can't 
understand own or someone error and make a right conclusion from this.

Same hate isn't wrong and is necessarily to keep the right develop. Hate is sign 
of the problem that why your enemy is not your enemy but your reflection 



which showing some error. Because if it is some problem that mean problem it 
is.  

Combat the signs of the problem, it does not eliminate the problem but will 
bring stronger sing about same problem. Each problem will generate many 
others problems. If we start solving from wrong site then we can fight with the 
problems all the time and never finish.  This exactly already happen. We all 
fight with results without understanding the reason. Tilting at windmills. 
Everything here is a state of mind. Loop Time shows errors faster so that you 
can react and change somethings. Each our round is different. On each time we 
lern new thing and we do some develop. That is life. We all are here to make 
development and create life. Some ways are better some are worse but you can't
blame anyone. We all create that projection. You can't blame  Obama about war
because you don't know this what he know. You can't blame islam. That evil 
which was born to fight other evil. Strong sign of the wrong way, but every 
mistake entails the next and the problems are growing.  

Example of Osama and Obama showing also that we are fight always with self. 
This explains why we have doubles around the world and not in just one. We 
can have many versions of self, which each will be slightly different. 
Something like a future or a past version of yourself on this or other time line or
on this or other planet or solar system.  

So in short we can say that the reason of all problems is the lack of 
understanding. It says that our level is not good. People can solve every 
problem but, unfortunately, they do not work together. Everyone wants to act 
alone. Each has its own life, is understandable but one we must remember, we 
all are the common projection and the way the competition without cooperation 
is not successful. The problem here is the financial system, and we can solve 
this problem once and for all. If the system makes the problem is the need to 
change the system. Everything here  what is in use  has to be a tool for the 
creation of life and not his goal. 

Gold and money does not give you happiness but can make life easier. 
However, in destroyed world by war and half solutions, wrong solutions or no 
solutions on all problems, you live badly same as a rich and poor. So we have to
stop to concentrate on collecting for themselves and to think in the category of 
the individual and start thinking in a category, we all do.

We just need to know what we want and how to reach it and start to do this 
jointly. So you can not blame others. You can not blame Obama, Putin, 
Islamists, whites, blacks, Jews, Illuminati, or anybody from the government or 
so-called bad leadership because we all do everythings together. That not 
Obama shooting on wars, that not Hitler led the war and not Stalin murdered 



people, it is not Putin or any other good or bad leader from future, past, or 
current time. That people. All these who went on this or other war to fight from 
this or other reason are more guilty then same Hitler  or other " bad " leader.

Evil is not evil in themselves. Evil is an impulse to change, we can change the 
current situation for the worse or for the better that depends from us.

 From Us all, because that our common projection which is a  reflection of our 
state of mind.  Each of us makes decisions and always is  some other way. You 
went to war, you did the chocie, you did not went, you also made a choice, you 
did nothing, that also is decisions, decisions about to do nothing what is 
acceptation current situation. Sometimes lack of reaction is better than wrong 
reaction, but that wrong mostly become recognize as a wrong when is wrong 
what is to late. :) Lack reaction also can become wrong or even more badly in 
result than that wrong reaction which can faster lead to that good reaction. 

Lack reaction that lack of development and free fall.  

That all wrong decisions also are not that wrong because that all peoples which 
fallen from reason own decisions will create lower species as animals or others 
form of life depends from development and energy level.  As we see here, evil 
is not evil in themselves and it is necessary. like + and -. potential higher and  
lower, without it there is nothing. Competition drives the development but the 
war  inhibit it. Competition in co-operation will bring the best results. 

There is always a higher potential and lower potential which are the one source.
This ensures creation and without this, is no energy and without that it is not 
willingness to work, to development. Is no desire to rise and discover the new. 
Therefore on Earth must always be a free choice  because only this will provide 
infinite growth and survival. This free choice, unfortunately, brings a lot of 
problems for others. That is why we all need to grow and learn cooperation. 
The most important messages were in the Bible, and many other sources also 
called Satanic. They contain very important knowledge which is essential for 
proper development, but this how we will use it depends on us. Truth is so 
complicated that it has been rejected and the low level of knowledge of the rest 
of the sources, causes problems. Science is sometimes heavy but does not have 
to be such as we change the approach, then we can  solve all problems.

This game has just begun ;)

Start again or keep going …

Queen family is not able to introduce right solutions alone and with 
secrets.They are record of the past. Every knowledge is valuable but we
can not over and over again to repeat the same errors by secrets. You 
can accept them but only when they fix errors and they start cooperate. 



After the next fall, the energy is divided and part, creates animals and 
part is reborn in a new life. 

Bad load is rejected and it is another round. Often in their own version 
and time line, often as the one with whom he fought. 

Each version of world is very similar to other because is her reflection. 

they have small differences, some as on other time line. Policy of current

government, multidimensional world and lack of knowledge is reason of 

wrong develop. 

We all need to understand the basics of the matrix. Rejection of valuable

information from the past without understanding causes the collapse of 

civilization.  Peoples produce only problems and after they fight with 

them which causing next problems.. Blind world lead by blind 

government to collapse with smile ..

largest producer of cocaine is coca cola, Provider governmental 

institutions, the army and the police. Natural substances are not bad. 

Marijuana, cocaine, LSD and many others as long as you know how to 

use them. However, they PROMOTES alcohol and chemistry because 

after this the people are stupid. They themselves they use the best 

substances and know more than they say. For you it is the therapy that 

will Kill you, and for them all the best. You will be live 50 or 60 years as 

they clones which they made. U can live for ever and min 1000 years 

but they dont want this. Then you will be to smart to be controled and 

used by fallen race and them clones don't live that long . 
I'm the Messiah. Signal from source.  I am the true king. You can believe
me or not. You can create own version, which will create better stories.

 Real queen, is Rihanna and her other versions in other time line. The 
real queen is at very high frequencies and raises them to other people. 
So during this few concert's in UK, Rihanna has helped you raise your 
frequency more than the Queen by last 30 years. This prevents Falling 
of land. That help increase the development , so to receiving more 



energy from the sun and get higher radiation on the surface. If people 
are happy that the country is not destroyed. 

Is also one more secret with this and connected with shiva  and her 
other versions. Shiva fell in love with their different versions, who was a 
woman like herself. Shiva is not bad.  That also same different story 
than people think like this forbidden fruit from bible. True is simply and 
complicated at sme time, depends from point of vew. About this maybe 
later :)

The current government is handling by fallen race.

I was before Nokola Tesla. Tesla = alset. I;m jesus, mesiah and many 
other person in this world.. as the Antichrist, devil, Satan. Satan Is your 
GOD. Satan is Big creator and he is your GOD but he is nod bad.

 Anti because from the other site, with opposite polarity. 

Important informations in Poland version only:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BOVX7JNrXbA&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou&inde
x=37

You can support Tesla work and help in create NWO Here: 

www.itw.hol.es

Now you can choose own future

Currently my name is : Drajer Piotr

Date of birth: 12.01.1983

I was born in Poland.

http://itw.hol.es/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOVX7JNrXbA&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou&index=37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOVX7JNrXbA&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou&index=37
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BOVX7JNrXbA&list=PL14AFGt7awNpGVf0JRiqkvunCf0dr4Sou&index=37


Long time ago Poland was the leader of the whole world. There is the first 
generation of a real man. Only real human which is God can lead world 
corectly. The result of conduct policies by the fallen race can be seen every day 
and this result is not good .

  Television is entertainment. This is not reality. This government does not exist
long ago on your land. It's like a record of the past. Unfortunately, all people 
believe in what shows on television and they think that this is reality. They use 
propaganda to exploit and rob you. They can not do nothing for you physically 
because they're not here, neither mentally because their level of development is 
low. Taxes are illegal. We need start to learn peoples true knowledge about 
world. 

You can  start to read and promote my book, watch my movies and support me, 
then read the Bible and other religious writings if you wish. Wake UP!

Nothing will do alone. 

Many times they killed me in England at the time of this life.

More about this in the materials on youtube.

Even if you die, you are still  live on another level. Inception movie, ghosts, it's 
the other worlds, the other versions on other frequency.  Again  we  can be able 
to have happy life 1000 year or more if you will be want.  

Freedom is not something that someone can give !!!

  



You can support the life line directly on the page. 

www.itw.hol.es 

or

http://academyoflongevity.meximas.com/  
Or directly on account:

IBAN: GB38LOYD77174529174668
BIC: LOYDGB21P49
Piotr Ryszard Drajer

or paypal on account:  sharp156@wp.pl

Sometimes I  use the more stringent words.  Because civilization is retarded.
This is not entirely their fault. What   government you have, such people and

the world you have. 

Now is 2012. Game will be soon end for lower frequency beings.  Is no time
and sense to keep  current direction

HOW TO RISE ALL WORLD

The real Queen drivin 'around the world to raise a decaying ground as Mayans 
traveled throughout the world and other developed civilizations. Land that do 
not are developing properly, fall down like Atlantis and many others. Low 
frequency sources harm the surface. Where there are mountains, those were 
areas of great battles between countries.

Countries where people are at a low level fall down. It will be more floods, the 
ground cracks and earthquakes.  Flood at the end determines the level of 
development.

Who is below this level will creates a different form of life after death during a 
flood or other projecting of the end of current source. Look at these kind of 
developed countries such as China, USA, and many others where it takes the 
fall. England also is not in a good position.

Earthquakes and cracks of the surface. 

Floods in Scotland have been, they will grow throughout the island. The current
OLD QUEEN FAMILLY of England is waiting until you will  raise her 
frequency. Make fun for queen. You think they will be able to guide you 
through so complicated way what awaits us now? Of course don't.  Not because
they are already a long time ago dead. On the lower level at lower frequencies. 
Therefore you can not meet most of them personally.

We need to create a system where all the people are happy, then produce 
energy. The current system leads people to the falls.

mailto:sharp156@wp.pl
http://academyoflongevity.meximas.com/
http://www.itw.hol.es/


If they fall on all of those versions to the bottom, then they die on Earth where 
once were immortal like everyone, but long time ago. Can be same again for 
high frequencies sources that mean humans which was but can be again a GOD.
Each of us depends from developing is able to do all what can imagine in the 
brain, but most of them have that brains swith off or they just dont use them 
corectly. 

This is Big Problem and that why your savior could be killed so many times 
and you still are blind and you can not believe in such a complicated reality but 
it was said that Jesus multiplied the fish, changing water into wine, and many 
other interesting phenomena. Was shown even antigravity in the Bible and free 
energy. Fluoride works properly and mostly you still don't know nothing.  That 
why you need a REAL KING and real NWO system.  One World government.

If something has to be done right you have to do it alone, but in cooperation 
with all others. NWO is the real version ideal for everyone.

OLD BUT STILL NEW  KING IS BACK.

It is 2012, and as it was transmitted, this is the last moment to give all the 
authorities in the right hands. I am your King and only i with my all versions 
can  remind you that all the rules so that you may once attained the highest state
and live in Great world. The current version will fall apart. It is not possible to 
maintain this state longer and don't die. As always, everything is free choice. 
You do not have to wait for the election. Simply start to do what you think and 
what is appropriate and what is not inconsistent with my materials and the Bible
and common sense.

Unfortunately, the current level of knowledge is low, so we need the right 
people in the right place.  All of those who now writing you law there will not 
cooperate therefore people must take matters into their own hands. 

Law already has been developed and described in the 10 commandments. In a 
suitable policy system, this enough . I'm not talking to you go fight with them. 
Forget about them. Treat them as old picture of the past, as if they were not 
there. They do not exist. We will create a real government. 

REAL NWO = OWN SYSTEM

1)The new government takes over all movable and immovable property private 
and public.

2)The Government makes available all movable and immovable property which
has been seized, to the previous owners without any fees until the end of their 
lives.

3)Government employs every citizen on the planet and gives him a basic salary 



unconditionally to the end of life.

4)Government closes all unnecessary and harmful industries.

5)People are working a minimum of 6 hours per day, 3 to 5 days in the month. 
If you want to stay longer, you can but you dont have to. 6)The government 
will give salary only electronically in an amount sufficient to cover all needs. Is 
no bills, taxes and energy costs, and all other, the idea is to control the flow of 
goods and services. So that there was no garbage and to calculate the demand 
for food and tools. 

7)The introduction of normal technological solutions and the true knowledge 
will give us everything what we need.

8)Again we will be able to live 1,000 years and do everything. The design of 
the matrix only in Polish version on youtube. There you acquainted with the 
many possibilities that await us. You can travel to the many worlds out there 
and play different roles. But you need to know the rules of which are presented 
on youtube. Everything as in these new films.

Here all is projection.  Everything is more physical because of the fall and the 
negative potential advantage but you can change this. 

Real NWO is a true free world without secrets and the true knowledge about the
world.

We will need to eliminate the old building and do flying houses. This is the best
solution. They can be parked. The point is that there is no problem when you 
moving out. It will be many other buildings of a high standard where everyone 
will be able to live, even if today is homeless and without work. More 
information in the materials and after selecting a new king:

Piotr Ryszard Drajer. 

The time where Satan is your God, will be the safest and most beautiful period
in the history of mankind.

In this world, even the Lotto dream is only for those who know the boss of 
lotto. They set the numbers which will be chosen by machine before draw. That
why they use machine or even projection and is so long break between end of 
Bet and the draw in fake TV. Before i thought that they give money and this is 
maneuver only to raise accumulation from time to time.  After 16 years of 
playing systematically without any result, i know they do not give anything. 
Sometimes they have to give a small winning to someone not from them friends
to keep theory.  So is not worth to play even in Lotto in this version of the 
world.

They use either electrostatic balls and only those with the appropriate cargo fall 
into the chamber with randomizing or projection drawing as animation on your 



computer.

Everything here is fraud and politics says that:  all costs  of all government 
institutions are social and profits is privatized. Profit always is private only for 
them. You can go only to stupid work doing stupid things because for them you
are not important , juste because they not understand that you that other part of 
them. Final projection may not be good for such people. There, they meet all 
the demons, established in their versions. This daemon can be everyone who 
hates you.  In not material environment cargo correlated is attract and wen have 
projection of silent hill, ghost uick appear. Satan himself is planning this 
projections. You are your own Satan and every one who hate. If you go too far 
on a wrong way, your mistakes will destroy you. Before was 7 names of Satan 
like 7 Chakras and 7 planets where was life. Each him version is a reflection of 
the previous. Now is much more levels. The projections can transform the 
design of the worlds of many climates where everyone will find something for 
themselves, but all must be in cooperation. If the version for the war is not 
world wars. Fight only those who want and on completely different principles. 
If this version of life, so that to make life at the highest level, not  strange way 
in the record of the past :) When we solve and describe all the solution and rule 
the matrix, we can begin to live. Travel between versions. variety of climates 
different versions also can be interesting.  Consciously create your new versions
in the mind and swap bodies when your already will be destroyed. With real 
science and in the correct direction of development, everything will be possible.
you only need to connect everything and about this combined says the correct 
version of the NWO.

Each level has its own achievements and failures which are also some 
achievement.

Every other race should also to share full information it has because it will help 
sort out the best solution. Now it looks like this, that the sources in the source 
fight with each other on seriously.  

I would recommend also more professional materials in the English version of 
youtube.

Higher Self information on youtube. 

Each has its own higher or lower self. These are the levels at which there are 
other worlds and other versions of you. That is your a past or future.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBz4vE0S8E1Osn_GiE2QGGQ


 In short, we can say so, that in order to increase the breast, is enough to do  just sexual contact with a partner 
with focuses on the transmission of energy. The effect is gained more slowly through the fall, from the reasons 
for the advantage of a lower potential. Then is very material environment. Execution of diet and strengthen the 
energy levels will accelerate the effect. You do not need any silicones. This damage records energy and create 
problems in this or the next life. Large breasts are not nice. The guys love to such ordinary, natural, breast in 



size "to hand". So stop the girls walk to the butchers. Small breasts are much nicer than the large and artificial. 
If you think you have a small, ask first partner and you can make bigger with him.  If you have too big then you 
can make it smaller by taking out energy from them. All you will do alone with your partner. Boys. if you have 
the problem of impotence you can you fix it. The tablets will provide you this problem to the rest of your life. 
That is same as  turned off the system of electric valves in the machine and push the oil under pressure through 
the closed valve. For example, when you cultivate only oral sex with a partner with a lower potential, without the
use other positions you also get impotence, because the power system will be decreased. You can fix this with 
own partner by use other positions.  Same you can enlarge the size of the penis as you have a small or decrease as
you have to big. To increase, you need temporarily eliminate oral sex and Engage only contact with the lower 
parts of the body. Vagina, hands, feet, with the right attitude of mind and consciousness.

Contacts with people with bigger potential and frequency can be used to fix the problem of small, curved dick. 
To increase the potential you may use contacts in the triangle. Everything depends on the effect you want to get.

Your body showing way of your life and this can be changed by another version of you on the second site of the 
universe. Wrong sexual contact have bad results as crooked cock or other deformations. This, however, can be 
fix in same way at right time and with knowing the rules and righht partner. Publishing photographs perpetuate 
a record construction of your body which can help when the second version of you have many sexual partners or 
one from your versions do other energy change which was made wrong or in the wrong time. To big potential 
difference between partners can be also a reason of deformations even if that is woman and man. I'm not ready 
to test all kinds of sexual contact on self personally But if someone have problem as: small cock, too big cock, 
crooked cock, any other changes or impotence or woman want to try make bigger breast and have OWN Partner
then can contact me for theory and you do practice :) I doing completely other part job but Theory is simple so i 
can explain to some couple to test on them. 

It may be that, the on one side is located a woman with the same cargo as man. Then one of them can feel 
homosexual. People on the other side have reversed cargos. Not only fall will change polarity. This knowledge is 
not complicated and is unfinished. Problems are growing and companies are making money on the destruction of
the human body. As no one will explain the reasons for it, soon we all can birth with a similar problem. 

If you want get advice and test the correct solution, write to me on facebook on : 

 https://www.facebook.com/DrajerPiotr

Why the hell is heaven and Satan is a God. 

Component model of all fractal full record and display the all versions at the 
same time on the same frequency will create spheres. It is still not a sphere 
Earth and all the fractals are not displayed on the same frequency because each 
layout creates another body. Let's say these planets reflect the chakras, and each
race has a different layout and amount. They also reflect the depth of the soil. 
All beyond  the mars is dead. On the component model it may seem that the sun
is the core of which is spoken of is the core of the planet. Because from sun is 
the projection of all the planets in the system and on component model, you can
make a mistake and pick it as the core of a planet that is inside, in the middle of 
the entire model. But this is only a model !!! 

A hologram of all the planet's and their versions and conections with others 
from the sun. Matter is formed by displaying the projection and adding a minus.
So you can start quickly create other versions, instead of subjecting the version 
you seems to be not for you.  People have always had a free choice but 
probably forgot why. Everything here is a projection, and the people create 
these reality. In the mind, not physically. The more creators and rounds at the 
level of the cosmos, the more times every cell in our body will be able to 
reproduce. To fix telomere .

and create a super resistant organisms with the function of the rapid 

https://www.facebook.com/DrajerPiotr


reproduction of damaged tissue. No more mechanical damage of the body or 
broken bones. A high level of energy will create such a strong record that every 
cell in our bodies will be thousands of times stronger. Everything here is a 
record of energy and even our bodies and every matter is created from energy. 
You see sometimes these energies on the pictures. More examples on my 
facebook and other pictures. 

On the energy system, they settle cells, which are building your body. Matter 
can rebuild as long as there is a long record of energy. The so-called phantom 
pains appear because the record of the energy lost limbs exists, which means 
that one can rebuild lost materie, from the patient's cells.

Infinite reproductions of all the cells, we can get by the  making the appropriate 
round in space and the creation of new cargo / suns / Gods, who will be able to 
create new universes. 

This can be achieved only through the development and creation of successive 
suns and true creators.  Therefore, we need NWO and real government at a high
level, without secrets. But all people must also understand.

Secrets arose from the rejection and a low level of others peoples and other 
risks associated with real knowledge.  When the other races or machine will 



come, no struggle and cooperation will be a good solution. Also formed 
technological civilizations and terminators are true. As well as every other 
story. We have to complete the entire knowledge to solve all the problems and 
start full control of the matrix. Consciously with knowledge of all's rules. 

People create their own  reality whole time. This on what they are focus on 
becomes their reality. Therefore, you should start to focus on the best versions. 
These from news in tv are not good. You  can watch but to create better, not 
join to these which falling. It's like a free choice, because everything here is 
projection. You choose what you like and how much you are staying on the 
version.  Correct cloning is the creation in the mind, and after you can even 
jump up to these life, by using the setting of the planets and additional 
knowledge required to do the changes the life on other selected body. 

To avoid scenarios Return of the Living Dead, we must start doing funerals in 
right way. From ashes to ashes and dust to dust, but by a fire, as in the cases of 
spontaneous ignition. At the appropriate frequencies occurs for the electrolysis, 
hydrogen is produced and the mixture is burned rapidly. This energy will join 
the record which is regarded as the soul. The highest frequency of the whole 
cargo. This is the reason for the lack of memory of previous incarnations and 
knowledge. Is a lot of revivals bodies because of energy which can rebuild the 
system and arise, even after long time., or at the very end, where it is imposing 
energy of the soul to the body. Therefore, it is much cases scratched coffins, 
when someone digs up corpses for analysis. Each cell has YOUR RECORD. 
With micro worlds in each cell. small portions of your energy which are 
reflection of you. There are many more problems because of the creation of 
economic and materialistic forms of life. The point is not to eliminate matter 
but is going about the same system of values corrupted by the political system.

Few words more on youtube in Poland version.
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